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Midsession
Standards
Established
By Trustees
i BY ANN J. O'CONNELL
m' News Editor
This past summer, a letter went home
to all returning students regarding the
traditional open week without classes,
Reading Week. The letter stated that
"Midsession is not a vacation and should
not be used as such. Although classes are
suspended, the College is otherwise
open.... Should a large-scale exodus from
the campus occur during either of next
year's Midsessions, the result will be
prompt abolition." A separate copy of
the letter was also sent home to the par-
ents of the returning students.
Such treatment of the open period is
hardly old news. Last year, the Curricu-
lum Committee suggested to the faculty
that Reading Week should be abolished
and replaced by some other alternative.
According to last year's proposal, the rea-
son for the revision of Reading Week was
that it was not being used for academic
study by the students, they were instead
taking off for pares unknown instead of
doing classwork on campus.
The decision was left to the Trustees,
who voted to abolish the period unless it
could be proven that students were in-
deed using the time to do work on cam-
pus. A committee was formed,
comprised of students, faculty, adminis-
tration, and Trustees to come up with a
plan for revising Reading Week, however
there was some doubt as to whether their
report was correct. This year they are
trying the experiment once again, with
some modifications and a new name:
Midsession.
Midsession differs from Reading
Week in a little more than name. Ac-
cording to Dean Ronald Spencer, who
see READING on page eight
Marriott Workers rallied on Saturday for better work conditions. LAURA RAND
Marriott Employees
Protest Unfair Wages
BY MAUREEN WELCH
News Writer
Although it coincided with the
President's Luncheon on the quad, the la-
bor rally was not your typical Parent's
Weekend activity.
The rally began on Saturday at 12:00
PM under the Cook Arch, where posters
and flags were distributed, along with
flyers outlining the Trinity food service
worker's mission. The rally then pro-
ceeded to march several times around
the tent set up for the luncheon. The
marching was accompanied by rally
chants such as, "We're fired up, won't
take no more," and "No contract, no work
no peace." About seventy-five to a hun-
dred people took part in the rally, many
carried signs and participated in the
chanting. The rally then paused near
Cook Arch again to hear some state-
ments of support from Trinity workers,
Sodexho-Marriott workers from other
colleges, and Trinity faculty and stu-
dents< The first person, to speak Was-a
Trinity food service worker who said,
"We're here for a fight." Trinity student
Julia Altieri '02 said, "On behalf of Trin-
ity students, we support the workers."
After the short speeches were heard,
the rally then proceeded to march
through Mather Dining Hall, the Cave,
and then down to the Bistro. On the
walkway outside the Bistro the rally was
concluded with cheers of "We'll be back"
and some words of thanks from the rally
organizers.
Those who participated in the rally
were organizers and members of the
union that represents the food service
workers, H.E.R.E (Hotel Employees, Res-
taurant Employees) Local 217; Trinity
food service staff, Marriott food service
see MARRIOTT on page seven
Trinity Welcomes Parents To Campus
BY RADOST RANGELOVA
News Writer
From October 1 to October 3,1999
Trinity College hosted its annual Fam-
ily Weekend. Parents and siblings
started arriving as early as Thursday
night in order to be able to take part in
the numerous activities organized by the
college.
Friday began with a number of open
houses and discussions on topics such as
multiculturalism and the place of sci-
Hannah Gant joins her father for a Family Weekend
event.
LALRA R..ND
ence in liberal arts education. Some par-
ents were interested in finding out more
about the construction projects on cam-
pus, while others had the excellent op-
portunity to get acquainted with the city
of Hartford through the bus tour orga-
nized by the college. One of the most
popular events of the day, however, was
the concert, which took place on the
Cave patio late in the evening; parents
and students came to enjoy perfor-
mances by the Gospel Choir, the
Accidentals, the Trinitones, the Pipes,
and After Dark.
Registration continued on Saturday,
which proved to be the weekend's most
busy and exciting day. Many parents, es-
pecially those of first-year students, were
interested in meeting the faculty and
talking to specific professors. A great
number attended president Dobelle's
speech and used the opportunity to ask
questions. Inevitably, many of them
touched upon the recent death of John
Ortiz and issues like violence and safety
on campus.
see BARENTS on page nine
Role Of
Fraternities
Addressed
At Forum
\ BY DAVIS ABHOLM
f News Writer
On May 4,1999, the faculty of Trinity
College voted to recommend the aboli-
tion of fraternities and sororities on cam-
pus. The motion was proposed by Dr.
Dan Lloyd, a philosophy professor, and
resulted in a landslide decision, with 61
professors voting for the abolition of the
Greek system, 12 against, and two ab-
stentions. Because many students were
unaware of the vote, or unclear on its
implications, Dr. Sharon Herzberger, Vice
President of Student Services, hosted a
forum last Monday for students to dis-
cuss the role of today's Greek system at
Trinity and its future.
Herzberger commenced the meeting
by presenting a list of reasons why the
faculty voted for the removal of Greek
organizations. She stated that the faculty
believes that fraternities and sororities
tail to meet the coed standardsset by the
trustees in 1993 Ac that time; a riewly
created mandate ordered single-sex
Greek institutions to have at least thirty
percent of their members the minority
sex. Therefore fraternities must include
thirty- percent female membership, and
vice versa. Other faculty complaints in-
clude scarcity of community service ac-
tivities undertaken by the Greeks, as well
as lack of cleanliness and upkeep of
property. The faculty also believes that
fraternities and sororities contribute to
an "elitist" feeling on campus, with their
selection process for members,
Following Herzberger's introduction,
Andrew Mescon '00, a brother of Alpha
Delta Phi, lashed out against the faculty's
see FRATERNITIES on page nine
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A Fair Contract Is Essential
Take a moment to imagine. You have a home, a car, and a family to support, yet
your hourly paycheck only amounts to just under $12. You are not questioning
what movie to see this weekend, instead you realize that a movie is out of the ques-
tion. You have to worry about where the money is coming from to pay $10 for your
son's class trip and how you are going to pay the rent this month. On top of this,
you know that you could be paid more to work elsewhere, yet you can't take the
time away from work to go looMng because you need as much money as you can
possibly earn. This is a probable predicament for many of the Sodexho/Marriott
workers at Trinity.
Trinity is a place of abundant resources, and there is no reason why any of its
employees or the employees of a company under contract with this school should
be wanting for a subsistence-level quality of life. One might say that pay differen-
tial is an unavoidable evil of capitalism, but this is an injustice that is within our
ability to fight. To do nothing is to be as wrong as those who are withholding a fair
contract from the employees.
The employees of Mather, the Cave, and the Bistro receive pay, hours, and benefits
that lag behind those of their industry peers. Sodexho-Marriott has no excuse for
paying its workers at Trinity less than the industry average for this area. The work-
ers are an important part of this college, and our community should not stand idle
while they are slighted.
Despite their current, less-than-generous contract, the food service employees at
Trinity show clear dedication to their jobs. They work hard for the students and
staff at our school, and they should be compensated appropriately for their efforts.
We must not let the corporation to whom we have contracted our food service
treat its employees with less respect than they deserve. The liberal arts education
that we receive at Trinity is based in action as well as theory. As Martin Luther
King Jr. wrote in his Letter From Birmingham Jail, "Injustice anywhere is a threat
to justice everywhere." To sit silently and watch a group of hard-working, dedi-
cated employees be slighted in their contract is allowing injustice to run rampant
at Trinity. This is a violation of the liberal principles of learning and is an action
that will not be accepted at Trinity College. For these reasons, the staff of The
Tripod firmly supports the efforts of Local 217 to gain a fair contract for the
Sodexho/Marriott food service employees.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excludingyacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We Should Be Open To Sexual Diversity
To the Editor:
Last year, when I first came to
Trinity it didn't take me long to re-
alize that diversity, or lack thereof,
was a big issue on campus. Since
that year, we, as a community, have
made a great effort to educate this
campus by raising awareness and
fostering understanding. Unfortu-
nately, in our attempt to open
people up to the concept of diver-
sity we have left out some of its as-
pects. Our focus has been on issues
of racial and cultural diversity. We
have overlooked sexual orientation
and sexual diversity and how those
issues play into the larger rubric of
a diverse community.
Let's face it; sexual orientation is
a taboo subject at Trinity. We seem
to refuse to hear it, see it or speak
about it. We suffer from a 'social
homophobia' - a common under-
standing that homophobia is ac-
ceptable. It is not. We do not speak
of our feelings on the issues there-
fore can only rely on our assump-
tions of what others might think or
feel. We need to create a dialogue to
overcome this sense of a 'forbidden
subject1. •
The Chalking was the first in a
series of events for Trinity's
erosPRIDE Month, a month dedi-
cated to encouraging the respect of
sexualities-especially here on our
campus. Throughout the month we
will have events and speakers com-
ing to campus. Also, at the end of
the month we will show two mov-
ies at the Cinestudio: Bedrooms and
Hallways and Better Than Choco-
late.
The Chalking was not an act of
vandalism nor was it done in order
to spite students or parents. The
administration was previously no-
tified. Many of the quotes were hu-
morous and very light hearted, oth-
ers were meant to remind us that
Queers (I use "Queer" to include
Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals and
Transgendered people) are fre-
quently discriminated against and
that their very existence is denied.
One of the most important themes
is that the statements encouraged
us to question assumptions. Diver-
sity is something that concerns all
of us.
I sincerely hope that the Chalk-
ing has made you think about your
own stand on issues of sexual di ver-
sity. It is important to start up a dia-
logue and share our different
opinions, feelings and experiences.
Fear is understandable; ignorance is
unacceptable. To fight ignorance we
need to educate ourselves. We can
educate ourselves by sharing. Dur-
ing our next meeting (Thursday 7lh
at 7:30pm in the Women's Center)
we will discuss the chalking, its
purpose and the reactions it trig-
gered. We encourage any member
of the community to come to share
their thoughts and to simply come
and hear what others have to say.
The Members of E.R.O.S. (En-
couraging Respect Of Sexualities)
are straight, gay, lesbian and bi-
sexual members of the Trinity com-
rmmity. We are committed to
fostering awareness about issues re-
lating to sexual orientations on
campus, with the ultimate goal of
creating a more tolerant and safe
environment for gays, lesbians, and
bisexual students at Trinity which
ultimately creates a tolerant and
safe environment for us all.
Sincerely,
Fatou-Maty Diouf '02
President of E.R.O.S.
Hide And Go Drink
To the Editor
We are thoroughly enraged by
the danger propagated by the
administration's 'solutions' to the
alcohol consumption on campus. In
their narrow-minded effort to curb
student drinking they have thus
placedstudentlivesinjeopardy. We
are two people whose decision to
consume alcohol differs, but our
opinions on this issue are parallel.
"I do not drink and therefore am
not part of the administration's
'problem'. However, I feel the effects'
of the ever-evolving policies and
have witnessed the ramifications of
their agenda.
On Friday night outside of the
'Party Barn' I watched numerous
students rapidly drink beverages
that were not allowed in the Social
Center. I saw students chugging
beers to avoid Campus Safety Offic-
ers instructing them to throw out
the opened containers. Students
were over-heard saying they were
going back to their rooms to get
'plastered' and of course many oth-
ers drank profusely before the party
to make up for the new restrictions
at the Barn. Is this the healthy en-
vironment the administration
wanted to create?"
"As one of the many students
who does drink periodically, I have
somewhat of a different outlook on
the situation.' Over the past two
years I have experienced the pro-
gressionofdrinkingoncampus. As
the crackdown upon public alcohol
consumption has increased, the
danger of closet drinking has be-
come more prevalent. The watch-
ful eye of qualified individuals
(such as Campus Safety and
TCERT) is much more effective in
public venues then over the con-
cealed actions of students. What
the administration fails to see is the
safety of students is being compro-
mised for the sake of the college's
image."
We hope the Trinity community
will realize the ineffectiveness of
these restrictions and the well being
of the students will not be further
endangered. Through communica-
tion the administration and student
body can understand each other in
the pursuit of a safer campus.
Sincerely,
Claire Moodie and Jeff Brown
.tny With Your Capon?
Something happened this weekend and guess what? You
missed it again. Somewhere between the footballgame (Capons!)
and dinner in West Hartford there was real action on campus.
Family Weekend
.We hope you got at least a good
|F.meal, but you still had see the
parents; it balances out.
Williams Sports
We think that purple would be
a perfect color to wear on a fall
afternoon.
Chutney
Too big to a relish, too smallto
be a garnish, We're still con-
fused why was it on your
chicken. It's the Trustees' fault.
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Much Lager Issues Lurk Behind Dahate to end "Free Periods'
Midsession Is Just A Symptom
ANDREW WEISS
Opinion Editor
Imagine if I walked into The
Hartford Insurance Group
downtown, flashed around an
obscene amount of money and
then asked to run the place. A
scenario where a college stu-
dent waltzes into one of the
largest insurance groups in the
United States sounds ridicu-
lous. All logical reasoning says
that 1 should not be in charge.
But what would happen if I
were to walk into the president s
office here at Trinity College
and drop that same huge sum of
money? Even if 1 knew nothing
about running or operating a
top flight liberal arts institu-
tion, those in charge would have
no problem letting me do what
I wanted.
People who are wealthy
enough to donate a large sum of
money or are fortunate alumni
of Trinity have the privilege
that I described above. To be a
member of the Board of Trust-
ees, you need not have any
teaching experience, nor any
sort of background in education
at all. So why have they taken a
such a big interest in issues like
Reading Week?
The transformation'of Read-
ing Week into Midsession is just
one example of how the Trust-
ees are asserting their control in
areas they most likely have little
knowledge. According to a pro-
fessor who wishes to remain
anonymous, the specific
changes that are occurring this
year are a product of pressure by
the Trustees. The reforms of
Reading Week, instituted by the
Curriculum Committee, are at-
tempts to prove to the Trustees
that these "free periods" can be
used properly and are even es-
sential to the liberal arts educa-
tion. "We on the faculty do not
need the advice of the Trustees
on how to create and manage
the college's academic sched-
ule," stated another professor
anonymously. Why would the
Trustees want to exert their
power over such the academic
schedule when they seem have
to left such issues alone in the
past?
The answer lies in the realiza- -
tion that Reading Week is a
product of larger issues that
have been at work for several
years. The true nature of the
Reading Week debate is found
only when it is put into context
of the events of the past few
years.
Before the arrival of current
Trinity President Evan Dobelle,
the faculty had strong leader-
ship. It was at this point that the
Board of Trustees started taking
action. Instead of seeking an
academic to fill the vacant po-
sition of president Evan Dobelle
was hired. Like the Trustees,
Dobelle is not an academic. Per-
faculty and an overzealous,
over-controlling Board of Trust-
ees will have disturbing effects
on Trinity's academic future.
The growing Trustee interfer-
ence will probably lead to a
Trinity that does not look like a
college, but more like a Fortune
500 company. The academic
needs of the faculty and stu-
dents will take a back seat to the
bottom line and the almighty
dollar. Even fixtures such as
tenure may ultimately be on the
chopping block if a sub-com-
mittee of the Board of Trustees
deem it to not be "cost effective."
Decisions about teaching and
academics should be left to ex-
perts; those who hold the Ph.d's
and decades of teaching expe-
Trustee interference will probably lead to a
Trinity that does not look like a college, but
more like a Fortune 500 company
haps they felt that a president
with a largely nonacademic
background would be much
more likely to agree with the
Board of Trustees, so Dobelle
was a clear choice.
Now that they had a presi-
dent who would go along with
them, the next step the was to
weaken the strength of the fac-
ulty. First, to easily and effi-
ciently implement the Trustees'
plans, Dobelle streamlined the
administration and created a
corporate superstructure over
the existing academic structure.
For instance, corporate sound-
ing positions such as Executive
Vice President and CEO of the
College were added. Complet-
ing the process, Dean of Faculty
Raymond Baker "stepped
down." He refused to fall in line
with Dobelle, therefore he had
outlived his usefulness. There-
suit of Trinity's new corporate
structure combined with the
absence of a strong Dean of Fac-
ulty caused a significant de-
crease in the faculty's decision
making power.
Perhaps several years ago this
arrangement was needed lor a
cash strapped and reeling Trin-
ity, but times have changed.
The implications of a weak
rience - the faculty. What seems
to be happening is a lot of talk
about increasing academic
rigor and standards, but no real
action. The $50 million in
matching donations from the
Trustees for the new brick and
mortar is great, but more sub-
stantive changes are needed. In
fact, the recent actions of the
Trustees may be a signal that we
are regressing from this goal.
The specter of taking power
away from those who know
education best is troubling be-
cause if they can't make mean-
ingful changes, who can?
Furthermore, Idon't think that
any amount of micro-manage
ing by the Trustees, no matter
how well intentioned, will el-
evate Trinity's prestige or aca-
demic rigor. Trying to eliminate
Reading Week, or changing it to
Midsession, is the perfect ex-
ample of over management by
the wrong group of people. To
truly increase the academic
standards, better and more rel-
evant changes are needed in the
curriculum, calendar of the col-
lege, and adjunct situation must
be addressed. Only then will we
begin to understand how this
great institution can become
better.
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Their Fight Is
Our Fight, Too
Supporting The Workers Of Trinity
Ensures Our Own A bility To Fight
JOSH FREEMIRE
Opinion Editor
Last week I wrote a rather
nflammatory article. Mystery
of mysteries, it was read, and
it worked. Nearly everywhere
I have gone since 1 wrote the ar-
ticle I have been greeted with
accolades and encouragement.
If 1 didn't know better, I would
think that Trinity was a cam-
pus of angry, reactionary
rebels. Unfortunately, I do
know better. As 1 was greeted
by all of these furious folks, I
had to wonder what would be
done. My wonder doesn't last
long though, because I know
what will be done—absolutely
nothing.
After Reading Week (which
will, of course, be cancelled
and I refuse to call it
"Midsession") everyone will
simply allow the issue to slide
away without a word. Next
year our professors will be
forced to assign work by the
bllege's sugar daddies, and ev-
erything will continue with-
out even Eliot's whimper to
console me.
This campus has, time and
time again, thoroughly dem-
onstrated a lack of backbone
that is absolutely astounding,
When our money is misspent,
when our privacy is invaded,
when our rights are violated,
and when the law is ignored,
we nod quietly and go on our
merry way. Although, each
time we go, we go with fewer
and fewer reasons to be merry.
Apparently, no one has a prob-
lem with this.
I would love to say that I
have clearly ranked myself as
the last angry man'on this
campus, but that isn't the case
either. For the past two years 1
have nodded my head, ac-
cepted what came my way,
and concentrated on my aca-
demics like good college stu-
dents are supposed to. Well,
I'm bloody sick of it. I'm tired
of watching my bank account
(meager as it is to begin with)
dwindle. I'm tired of being told
where 1 can be, when I need to
be there, what I should be
wearing, who 1 can sleep with,
and what I can drink when I'm
done. I'm simply tired, and it
is time that this place recog-
nizes how tired we all are.
I'm not the only one that's
tired. This may come as a
shock to some of you, but the
workers that serve you lunch
everyday are tired too. They
get paid far less than everyone
else, they get respected far less
than everyone else, they get
less time to work than anyone
else. To put it mildly, they get
screwed. They are very, very
tired.
They aren't the only ones
getting screwed. Next time
you've got some time on your
hands, make some phone calls
and find out exactly how
much the food service organi-j.
zation that serves us green to-
matoes and wilted lettuce gets
paid. That, of course, doesn't
count the retail sales at the Bis-
tro or the Cave—they're icing.
It also doesn't count the profit
made in wasted meals—you
know, that meal you forgot to
use (at $5.25 a pop) that just
seems to vanish? Well, you got
nothing, and they keep the
change. Where does it go?
Who knows—the workers
can't even get a fifty cent raise.
As I write this article, there
is a rally planned for Saturday.
It's a rally for the workers here
at Trinity, so that they can get
fair wages, fair hours, and just
all around fair treatment.
There is a good chance (al-
though no one wants it to hap-
pen) that they will be forced to
strike to get any sort of re-
sponse to their requests. I have
no idea how this is all going to
fall out, obviously, but I almost
hope they do strike. I don't eat
much as it is and I would eat
even less if I thought it could
make this place pay attention.
I want a picture of myself,
starving and sickly on the
evening news. I want the
phones at the offices of
Marriott and Dobelle to ring
off the hook. I want the Trust-
ees afraid to answer their
phones. I want it to become a
badge of shame to say, "Yes, I
work in the administration of
Marriott/Trinity College." un-
til there is no longer a single
reason for it to be thought of
that way. 1 want some of the
tired people 1 know to get some
things off their chest, and
make change happen. 1 am
tired of being tired, and the
only way to make it stop is to
make some noise.
Attendance at the rally for
Marriott is not only a step in
the right direction for Marriott
workers, it's a step in the right
direction for all of us. Change
requires action, and some-
times, belligerence. The col-
lege may not make policy for
Marriott, but they can influ-
ence it, and we have a respon-
sibility to make sure that our
influence is properly directed.
It is our college, after all. If that
takes belligerence in a case
this grievous, well, you can
imagine what your issues will
require. Activism is not just a
right, it's a responsibility.
So hopefully, as you read
this, you will be remembering
the role you played. Hopefully,
you will have rolled out of bed,
taken your place amongst
those that make your break-
Activism is not just
a right, it's a
responsibility
fast, lunch, and dinner, and
made your voice heard. Hope-
fully, you remember at leas
pointing to the rally and ex-
plaining to your parents why
there are so many angry
people here. Hopefully, I wil
remember seeing you there. If
I don't, well, that's a debt that
will have to be paid the day
you need someone to march
for you.
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Midsession Is A Goner
;
 B Y B E T H
 MILLER-LEE
Opinion Writer
Don't kid yourselves. The Trustees
have already decided to can Reading
Week/Midsession. We are screwed. The
initiatives to find out what students are
up to over Midsession are just evidence
gathering exercises. I suspect after
Midsession, Trustees will hold up a com-
puter printout of fewer meals eaten,
fewer library visits, and a lack of e-mail
activity and say, "See, we told you weren't
responsible enough to have an unstruc-
tured week."
First-year students have been required
to detail on an official looking form what
dent body as a whole.
I am not on the meal plan so my pres-
ence on campus cannot be regulated that
way. I have already taken the books I
need out of the library for my senior
seminar project, though most of the ma-
terial I need is at the Connecticut State
Library in the archives. The State Li-
brary is only open Monday-Friday from
9:00-5:00. I need this week to put in the
time I need there. Are the Trustees going
to be able to track the archival work that
will consume most of my time during
Midsession? I also am paying for my edu-
cation myself. In case no one noticed,
Trinity is expensive. Regardless of finan-
cial aid, I still need a little money for
frivolous things like food. During
they are doing over Midsession. I have
instructed my mentees to fill out "None*
of your business," to questions three and
four, which.explicitly ask about students'
whereabouts and activities during
Midsession. This form had one of my
mentees worried. He asked if it was OK
for him to go home for one day to get
some rest. He was nervous he would get
in trouble if he wasn't here. He wanted
to go home, see his family and get some
rest—subversive stuff.
Isn't getting enough rest conducive to
being a good student? This freshman
does his work and takes being an athlete
seriously. He is concerned about his aca-
demic performance. He also wants to go
see his family and girlfriend and have a
good meal and a good night's rest. I told
him. to do just that.
The rumor I heard was that certain .
students/whose parents are Trustees,
went home over Reading Week last year
announcing that they had a vacation
and proceeded to goof off for the week.
These personal experiences apparently
made the Trustees question Reading
Week altogether. Shouldn't they have
questioned the student/son/.daughter
instead? It seems that one student's poor
work ethic is indicative of a problem
with that individual, riot with the stu-
Midsession 1 pick up extra hours tutor-
ing in the Writing Center because I need
the money. I_wonder if they will moni-
tor how much I work over Midsession?
Abuse of Midsession is like other
abuses committed on campus; there are
a few people who do not value it and
they, unfortunately are the most visible
(especially when they live in a Trustee's
house, I guess). The rest of us work hard.
We get some badly needed rest. We re-
connect with our families. We study. We
earn money. All of these things are nec-
essary to buoy us through the last few,
often extremely demanding, weeks of
each semester.
The Trustees don't care what we want.
They have decided. Tell your parent that
you are going to be monitored over
Midsession. Tell your parents that you
can't come home for dinner that Sunday
night because you must account for your
whereabouts. .
Tell your parents to let the Trustees
know what they think about this inva-
sion of your privacy and assumption of
your inability to use Midsession to your
best advantage. Parents are our best ad-
vocates; after all, they often pay the bill
and maybe when they demand our time
is not wasted with narrow-minded ini-
tiatives, they'll be heard.
Opening Vernon Street
Gate Will Only Lead To
A Larger TCERT Staff
An Open Vernon Street Is An Invitation To An
Increase In Student Accidents And Fatalities
'"'\ BY ELIZABETH NETHERCOTE
Copy Editor
I used to run for TCERT. I gave it up
because of academic reasons and the re-
alization that, for the most part, I would
just be checking on students who had
drunk too much and not much else. (I
would like to take this time to applaud
those who do voluntarily run for TCERT.
It's not an easy job and is far too often a
thankless one.) Getting back to the sub-
ject of the matter, things are going to get
a lot more diverse and interesting for
TCERT. What am I referring to? I'll give
you a hint— two words: road kill. Open-
ing Vernon St. is one of the worst ideas
that I have ever heard, and is one that is
going to cost the college dearly. Not so
much in money but in physiological
damage (as in broken bones, broken
spines, etc.) and, God forbid, loss of life
of drunken students leaving the Vernon
Center who forget to look both ways be-
fore crossing the street.
jeopardizes the safety of Trinity students
the way that opening the Vernon St. gate
does. As most people of the Trinity com-
munity know, Vernon St. is where the
majority of the fraternities/sororities/
literary societies are located. To allow
anyone, be it students or nonstudents, to
speed through Vernon St. is to put a
bull's-eye on all tipsy individuals who
cross that street, which, on a good week-
end, is at least more than half of the cam-
pus. You could argue that students live
on Allen Place with few or no incidents
of students being hit by cars. However,
call me crazy, but I can't remember ever
hearing anyone say on a Saturday night,
"Hey, let's cross the street and visit the
cemetery."
There is no cause to open Vernon St.,
other than it could provide the Trinity
Admissions' tour guides with something
more tosay to perspective students when
talking about opening the campus to the
neighborhood. I'm sure that they will be
impressed—until they actually think
and realize that opening that particular
This is not an issue of increased violence on campus or
an increase in nonstudents on campus. This is an issue
of superficial images vs. the safety of the students.
Freshman year, when I first noticed
the roadblock at the end of Vernon St., 1
thought to myself what a logical thing
it was to have and that the College truly
cared about its students and their well
being. The fact that someone actually
conceived the notion of opening Vernon
St. has shaken my faith in that belief. I
would like to now point out that I fully
support opening the college to the neigh-
borhood and 1 applaud President Dobelle
inhiseffortstodoso. However,whether
or not the Vernon St. gate is opened has
nothing to do with the accessibility of
the campus. There are five ways to drive
onto campus that I can think of off the
top of my head. Out of those five, not one
gate will have noelfeccon whetheror not
people from the neighborhood decide to
enter the campus in the manner in
which they usually do: on foot or on a
bike. Opening the gate will only cause
. an increase in one group of people on
Trinity College's campus: EMTs. This is
not an issue of increased violence on
campus or an increase in nonstudents on
campus. This is an issue of superficial
images vs. the safety of the students. If
the gate is taken down, how many acci-
dents will it take before those who
wanted it down begin to realize that they
made a horrible mistake? I ask that these
accidents be avoided. Leave the gate
where it is. . -
Opening the Gate To Community Not Violence
BY MAGGIE CROTEAU
Opinion Writer
The- proposition of reopening the
Vernon Street Gate has become quite
controversial among the "community" of
Trinity College. Many concur with other
Trinity students that the opening of the
gate will lead to more violence on cam-
pus. There will be more undesirable
members of the community that will be
using Vernon St. to wreak havoc on our
peaceful Trinity living. Trinity students
may be assaulted with cars now instead
of fists or other weapons that people in
the neighborhood surrounding Trinity
always bring onto campus. There are
those that say, "Just look at the violence
that has happened on campus over the
last few years. It isn't Trinity students
causing it. Its all the neighborhood." To
these people I say this is not completely
accurate. Yes, as we have seen over the
past two weeks surrounding the tragic
death of John Ortiz, members of the sur-
rounding neighborhood can be a prob-
lem on campus, but I ask you to fc>ok at
those Trinity members who are just as
much a problem. How many fights
break out at parties? How many women
are sexually assaulted by male students
here at Trinity? .How much damage is
done to the dorms after each weekend
because some drunk kid thinks its a
great idea to rip all of the paper towel
dispensers off the walls? These are ques-
tions we all need to keep in mind.
The next question I would like you to
ask yourselves is why you came to Trin-
ity. Many of you may respond that it is a
beautiful school with a strong academic
reputation. Others may reply by saying
you came to Trinity for its reputation as
a party school. Of all the answers I bet
not a single one oF you will say you came
here because it is located in one of the
poorest neighborhoods in Hartford. Yet,
you are all here. You all applied to and
were accepted at a college that is not just
in the middle of a city, but in one of the
roughest neighborhoods in Hartford.
You may say that because you are here
the administration has an obligation to
seclude Trinity and place it in a glass
bubble where no one from the commu-
nity can touch us, but besides being im-
possible, it means none of us can touch
the community. I find that very sad. The
fact that the community is getting some
benefit from access to the college, well,
it helps me have a little more tolerance^
Back to the issue of the Vernon Street
gate. Yes, now it is closed. What can the
real harm be of opening it? More traffic •
on Vernon Street, certainly. More vio-
lence? Why?
There are other ways to access Trinity
campus besides with a car. If someone
was desperate to attack someone on
campus all they would have to do is come
up Summit St. or Broad St. Are we going
to keep these entrances shut off and
locked? No. There are dorms and houses
that people live in on Allen Place. How
many people have been hit by drunk
drivers from the neighborhood, or at-
tacked by someone from the neighbor-
hood, over there? As of yet, in my second
year at Trinity, I have heard of no in-
stances. Though I did hear of an instance
last weekend where someone was hit by
a car on Vernon St. Oh, but wait, the
driver of the car was from Trinity.
Hmm...kind of makes you wonder
doesn't it?
In the United States we accept thou-
sands of immigrants in every day. Many
believe that we shouldn't because there
is a bad element that comes in with the
good. But, we can not close our borders
off to the masses because of the actions
of the few. We take those risks. Yes, bad
things happen to good people, but we
strive to do our best to combat that
through the police and the judicial sys-
tem. Not through closing our borders.
The same holds true for Trinity College.
I'm from a small town in New Hamp-
shire. To me, Hartford is a big change.
This neighborhood is nothing like what
I am used to. My parents worry con-
stantly, but I don't. This is where I chose
to be and I took the risks by living in
neighborhood like this. Whether you
like it or not we are a part of this neigh-
borhood. Try to deny it, and it won't go
away. Try to lock us in and it still won't
go away. We live in a violent world, but
you can't seclude yourself from it. Not
when there are so many other wonder-
ful things to see. Why would you even
want to? .
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Flexibility Is An
Important Quality
By DANIEL RUDOLPH
* Opinion Writer
The other morning I
stumbled out of bed, into the
hallway, and into the bathroom.
I was greeted by the custodian.
I managed a muffled "Hey. How
are you?" "Hi. Good, thank you,"
the man replied. This is my
fourth year here at Trinity, so 1
have had countless social inter-
actions with college employees
just like this one. But this time
it was different.
I am taking Spanish for be-
ginners this semester. I am
learning basic writing, speak-
ing, and listening skills. Just be-
fore this particular meeting
with the custodian, my class
had been learning basic dia-
logue skills. "Como estas?" "Bien,
gracias. Y tu?" "Bien." (Transla-
tion for non-Spanish speakers:
"How are you?" "Good, thank
will imagine scores of Roman
legions marching toward the
city, just sent in from a neigh-
boring client-state to quell a
Jewish uprising. In the desert, as
my family approaches the Oat
mesa called Masada in our
rental car, I will imagine hun-
dreds of figures jumping off the
sandy cliffs onto the desert
floor; those devout Jews who
chose to kill themselves in
masse rather than be captured
by Titus and his Roman legion.
A solid background in the dis-
cipline of history-a hallmark of
the liberal arts-can make your
world an intellectual play-
ground.
A liberal arts education is
valuable not merely because it
cultivates empathy for other
perspectives or because it
stimulates the imagination.
These days, it is also practical.
Newsweek magazine teamed up
with Kaplan Institutes this
you. And you?" "Good.")
So this seemingly banal so-
cial exchange took on a little
more meaning this time. My
mind immediately conjured up
images of this man sitting in a
classroom learning English,
working on basic dialogue, just
like I had been doing the day
before. I'm not going to say that
1 was overwhelmed with empa-
thy for this man, or that he is my
"kindered spirit" or something,
because he's not. Simply, I con-
nected with him a little more
profoundly than 1 ever would
have if I was not taking Span-
ish. He is not as much of a
stranger to me as he was before.
And just as importantly, I don't
feel like such of a stranger to
him.
I am glad to be receiving my
education here at Trinity and
taking modern language
classes. A good education in the
liberal arts shapes students to
be true citizens of the world, ca-
pable of profound levels of em-
pathy and connection.
Dedication to liberal arts also,
makes'traveling fun. I have been
to Israel a few times to see Fain'-,...
ily, and the next time I go there,
it will be a little different. Last
spring in Provinces of Roman
Empire I wrote, my final paper-
on the tenuous relationship be-
tween the Jews and the Romans
under the empire. When I go to
Israel again, my imagination
will run wild. At the Western
Wall in the Old City of Jerusa-
lem, I will imagine ancient Jews
practicing their distinctive
slaughtering rituals, a source of
resentment for the Romans who
valued social uniformity, In the
hills just outside of Jerusalem I
summer and issued a special
edition of Newsweek called Ca-
reers 2000, a guide to the work-
ing world of the 21st Century.
The overriding theme of the
magazine is simple: be flexible.
Technological advances have
changed our world so drasti-
cally that the traditional model
of "working your way up the
corporate ladder" is obsolete.
Employers today don't expect
newly-hired employees to stay
more than a few years. They
don't expect employees to want
to come in and learn the spe-
cialized skills of the organiza-
tion and grind it out for fifty
years. Because technology is
constantly improving itself,
employers need people who
know how to learn and think.
The catch phrase for this is
sometimes called "soft skills."
The ideal youngster straight out
of undergrade,'is.<-malleable,
adaptable, and open-minded.
Therefore, the liberal/arts, stu-
dent, if he has dedicated Biipjselr..
to his discipline, is m good. §tead.
It seems to me' that many
members of our community are
presently reflecting on. the
value of the liberal arts commu-
nity, whether it be j,n articles in
the Tripod, or in casual convex-.;,
sation with peers and col-
leagues. This, kind of
self-examination is necessary,,
and it indicates that our com-
munity is trying to improve, it-.
self. My reflections lead me to.
believe that Trinity should steer
clear.of becoming so much of a-
research or technical institu-
tion, and should stick to the
ideal of learning for the sake of
learning rather than learning to
perform specific tasks. , .•..-...'-..
The Same Old Opinions Stuff
Current Policies Only Look Attractive To Perspectives Parents
BY ANDREW PEARL
Copy Editor
I am going to discuss the
same issues that are in this sec-
tion every week: Midsession,
drinking on campus, construc-
tion and many of the other is-
sues that inundate our
conversations and the paper. If
you are tired of said topics, this
might be the time to turn to the
top ten list.
The first question that ties
this list of complaints together
is "why is Trinity making these
changes?" The answer is "pro-
spective students." Midsession
is under fire because the Trust-
ees feel that it hurts our aca-
demic reputation. Construction
is under way that will make this
campus beautiful long after I
have graduated. Parties on cam-
pus have been eliminated be-
cause the administration wants
to make this school into a place
where any parent would feel
safe sending their daughter.
Economically, this makes
sense. The economic standpoint
really is a good framework, con-
sidering these decisions are be-
ing made by businessmen
(Trustees) and not by educators.
The administration seems to
feel that current students are al-
ready commited. We are here
and Trinity gets our check every
semester. It is the future stu-
dents who have to be wooed.
This ignores the fact that cur-
rent Trinity students have the
ability to transfer, to other
schools. I have already seen two
friends leave in this way, and I
am afraid that by looking for
future students (tuition checks)
Trinity might send more good
people packing. The adminis-
tration may not care if I lose
good friends, but economically,
every lost soul is 30 grand lost.
It may seem drastic to some
readers that I am arguing that
Trinity students might transfer
because there aren't any parties.
It may seem immature. I don't
think that it is. The administra-
tion wants this place to be
somewhere that parents feel
safe sending their daughters.
But, if there isn't a social life,
then their daughters might not
want to come. The social aspect
is one that the administration
won't admit as important. But,
consider this: the parents who
pay that $30,000 every year
probably drank in college. The
wealthy doctors and lawyers
who send their kids here might
have had some insane parties in
their younger days. If they had
something like Midsession, a
few of them could have taken a
few days off and still have got-
ten into a top level law school.
College students make some
dumb choices, but learning
from these mistakes is some-
thing I call "education." This is
a concept that the administra-
tion might want to consider
when they use terms like "cost
benefit," They might also want
to consider "student happiness"
in place of "public appearance."
The image that these policies
attempt create is something of
a 1950's sitcom Utopia. The
Tr ustees want the college guides
to read that this is a place where
,.,-:jno one drinks, na one explores
their sexuality, no one parties,
no one breaks the rules, and no
one who graduates will be pre-
pared for the real world. If the
college is making all of our
moral decisions for us, then how
will we be capable of making
them after school? As much as
my professors wouldn't admit it,
I find my knowledge concern-
ing dealing with women, drink-
ing responsibly and deciding
how much time I have for work-
ing versus goofing off is more
valuable than my studies of the
fundamental philosophical is-
sues of Oedipus Rex. They want
the college guides to read that
this is a place for teenagers who
are middle-aged on the inside.
That isn't what Trinity should
be. Five days a week I juggle live
classes, and so far my lowest
grade this semester is a B plus.
On the weekends I sleep late
and have occasionally had a
drink. I have gone to a few "B+"
parties. 1 was even planning on
taking a day of Midsession and
going to New York. Does this
make me a bad person? Does
this make me immature, ac-
cording to some Trustee who
sewed his oats when he was
here? It probably does. I think it
makes me an average college
student.
It is the place of this college
to make rules that prevent fla-
grant abuses of privelages.
There are people who go too far,
but the majority of students
don't. If Trinity is made into the
place that these rules want it to
be, it truly will be a Utopia of
maturity. This is probably be-
cause no student could or
would want to meet that level of
expectation. Initially, I thought
that the mistakes the adminis-
tration is overcompensating for.
were because we were "college
students." Now I know it's be-
cause we are imperfect "human
beings."
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Students Must Fight For Right To Sufficient College Grants
To the Editor
It is no secret that attaining a
college degree is a critical first step
towards economic prosperity.
Whatever one's economic back-
ground, going to college can open
doors to a better life.
For years, the federal govern-
ment played an important role in
opening these doors. Beginning
50 years ago with the G.I. Bill of
Rights, federal student aid has
made college a possibility for
people of all backgrounds. Not
only does this benefit individual
students, but society as a whole.
It is estimated that increases in
national education attainment.
have accounted forahnost 30% of
the growth in rational income
this century,. Because they earn
rnoreiSaveitrtcire, and are unem-'
pljjyecl less often/college gradu-
ates'make fewer demands on the .
p'ublic purse.. When the federal
government helps.students at-
tend Goliege, it invests in our.
nation's future. . .
' Unfortunately, federal funding'
for student aid has failed to keep
pace with inflation or rising col-
lege costs.' As a result, it has be-
come increasingly difficult to :
afford.a college degree., For ex-
ample. Trinity College's tuition
costs an overwhelming $3Q,000 a
year. In order to pay for college,
many students now have to take'
out massive loans.
While loans accounted for just
20% of federal assistance in-1976,
they accounted for nearly 75% of
assistance in 1996.
For other students, the financial
burden of attending college is sig-
nificant enough to prevent them
from completing their education.
Others never apply to begin with.
This trend hits young adults from
low-income backgrounds the hard-
est. In 1996, young adults from the
poorest 25% of American families
had a 5% chance of completing a bac-
calaureate degree by the age of 24.
It wasn't always like this. Twenty
years ago, federal student aid pro-
grams gave students who needed it
enough grant aid to pay for college
without-getting buried in debt. The
Pell Grant is one good example.. The
largest of student aid programs, the
PelJ Grant currently supports over
3.7 million students in rheirendeav-
ors.
In the late 1970s, the maximum
Pell Grant a student could qualify
for, paid for three-quarters of the
average cost of attending a four-year
..public university and.one-third of
. f.he-costata private university. Due
to poor,!uriding, over the years;-those
figures Jiave dropped precipitously.
Today, the maximum Pell Grant
pa'ys for only one-thiTd of "the aver-
age cost of attendanceat a public
university and one-seventh of the
cost of a private university The
..• maximum award is now worth just
86% of its 1980 value in constant
dollars. :: • , ..'.•••
It does not have to be.this way.
With the federal-government mov-
ing into an era of budget surplus for
years to come, there is no reason
why Congress shouldn't give stu-
: dent aid the strong funding increase
it needs. Unfortunately, reason is a
scarce resource in politics. In its
absence, public pressure is neces-
sary our elected officials know
that expanding access to higher
education should be a federal pri-
ority. It is for this reason why you
should take the time to let your
elected officials know how you
feel.
Public pressure has worked in'
the past. In 1995v.when Congress
was considering slashing student
aid funding, a massive public out-
cry prompted elected officials to
replace the proposed cuts with
significant increases in •the Pell
Grant and other student aid pro-
grams. Still, Congress.must go
further to make up. for. lost
ground.. . . . . . . . ' ,, ...
. Contact Connecticut Reprer
sentatives Rosa DeLaurbySahi
Gejdensoh, Nancy Johnson, John
Larson; James Maloriey, or Chris-
topher Shays, "as well as, Senators
•.•.Christopher. Dodd.:and .Joe'
.,. Lieberman and urge fhemto, sup-
, port a $400 increase ipjhe.rnaxir
. mum Pell Grant award,,Tell f tiern.
1
 that student aid musj be a federal
priority aiii that overall student
.aid funding should be increased
"by' at least $1.5 billion:1 Use: the
toll-free ;hotlirie of the Student
Aid. Alliance . (www.student
) alljan ce.org), a natibnalcoalition
... of student and college associa-
tions that includes ConnPIRG: 1-
'...8pO-574-4AJD" ••,:•"' •-"'. .;'.,'
Sincerely.
Michelle Cruz'02
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Trinity College Welcomes New Visiting Chaplain
Dr. Nihal de Lanerolle Discusses Plans To Unite Trinity's Spiritual Community
BY AMANDA
WAXMAN
News Writer
Dr. Nihal de Lanerolle offi-
cially began his duties as
Trinity's Visiting Chaplain on
Friday, October 1. Since the
commencement of the school
year, Reverend Tombaugh and
Reverend Wysong have served
not responsive to the available
medications. Now, de Lanerolle
will fulfill his service as a chap-
lain and continue his research
as a scientist. De Lanerolle be-
lieves that there are three ele-
ments to his responsibilities as
Trinity's chaplain. The first is to
facilitate the religious life of all
the religious groups on campus.
He hopes to serve as "an um-
brella" under which all of these
"For me, life is about this journey from where
we are to where we grow to."- Dr. Nihal de
Lanerolk, Visiting Chaplain of Trinity College
as interim chaplains filling the
position vacated by the Right
Reverend Steven Charleston!.
Born in Sri Lanka, de Lanerolle
received most of his schooling
there and then studied in En-
gland for five years. There, he
extensively studied
neuroethology and focused his
Ph.D. work on this subject.
Teaching at Yale University,
de Lanerolle was a professor of
neurosurgery and concentrated
most of his research around epi-
lepsy and finding a cure for the
victims of this disease who are
sects can flourish and unite.
Secondly.de Lanerolle wants to
expose religion to those to
whom it seems irrelevant. Fi-
nally and most importantly, he
will lead the spiritual life of the
chapel, the center for worship
and prayer. In regards to his
goals, de Lanerolle expresses
that he wants "to encourage
people to engage in religious
life" and "build a community
among people of difference". He
hopes that the opening of the
new chapel house will unite the
various religious groups and
create a place that students can
go to aside from the chapel.
This chapel house will welcome
all students, even those who are
unclear of their religious beliefs.
From meetings to social events,
this house will grant students
with an opportunity to congre-
gate in a more relaxed environ-
ment. According to de
Lanerolle, "A priest is there as
someone who cares for people,
to share, to care, and to listen".
He wishes to act as a liaison be-
tween the campus and the com-
munity. He feels that "it is
important that everyone re-
flects on life"and through one's
religion, this is accomplished.
De Lanerolle proclaims that
religion allows one to "discover
his/her place in the world" and
to "be secure with his/her iden-
tity". During his limited time on
campus and finite exposure to
the religious community, de
Lanerolle senses that a group of
students extremely committed
to their religion exists at Trinity.
Over the next few months, he
hopes to meet all of these active
participants and with them co-
ordinate numerous events,
many of which will include
speakers. When asked whether
or not he expects to remain at
Trinity, de Lanerolle stated,
"This is my home now."
"For me," he added, "life is all
about this journey from where
we are to where we grow to."
Dr. Nihal de Lanerolle is Trinity's new Chaplain.
Far-Right
Freedom
Parly Elected
To Power in
Austria
VIENNA, Austria (AP) - Na-
tionalistjoerg Haiders far-right
Freedom Party scored large
gains Sunday in national elec-
tions that may change the po-
litical landscape in affluent,
traditionally stable Austria. Ac-
cording to projections based on •
33 percent of the vote counted,
Haider won 28.4 percent, a
stunning increase of 6.5 percent,
putting his party in second
place nationwide for the first
time. Haider's success will be
frowned upon abroad. He is best
known for having praised Adolf
Hitler's employment policies in
the past and for having called
veterans of the Nazi Waffen SS'
"men of character."
His campaign has been domi-
nated by calls for a halt to the
influx of foreigners and a "turn-
around" in Austrian politics.
Haider has also promised gen-
erous child care checks and a
series of other benefits that al-
most all other parties say can-
not be financed.
The big loser appeared to be
Chancellor Viktor Klima's So-
cial Democratic Party, which
lost 5.3 percentage points for a
total of 32.8 percent. "Of course,
there will be consequences,"
Klima said in a first reaction.
"We must take this election re-
sult seriously and learn from it."
But it was not clear whether this
meant he.would resign. The de-
cline of the People's Party was
far less dramatic than most
public opinion surveys had pre-
dicted.
Still, it was important — the
People's Party has vowed to go
into the opposition if it falls to
third place. This would elimi-
nate it as a partner for the So-
cialists in any future
government coalition. With the
Socialists saying they refuse to
form a coalition with Haider's,
weeks of political instability
could lie ahead.
Presidential
Candidate In
Ukraine
Injured By
Grenade
KIEV, Ukraine (CNN) - Two
suspects were in custody after
a top presidential contender in
the Ukraine was injured in a
grenade attack on a crowd at-
tending an electoral meeting,
police said Sunday. More than
two dozen people were hurt.
Volodymyr Marchenko, a
chief adviser to candidate
Natalia Vitrenko, said the poli-
tician suffered superficial
shrapnel wounds to her stom-
ach and leg. Marchenko said he
was injured in the arm and leg.
"It was a terrorist attack
aimed at eliminating V itrenko,"
Marchenko said. More than 30
people were injured, and several
of them were hospitalized, au-
thorities said.
The Interior Ministry said
police arrested two suspects and:
were searching for a rival
candidate's campaign organizer,
suspected of being involved in
the assault.
Ukraine's deputy interior
minister, Mykhailo Kornienko,
described the suspects as resi-
dents of the southern Russian
Rostov region.
"We've already established:
which side organized the provo-
cation," he said.
Moroz, the former socialist
parliament speaker, . was
Vitrenko's boss at the beginning
of her political rise in the mid-
1990s, and is also seen as a lead-
ing presidential contender. His
election headquarters in Kiev
declined to comment on
Moroz's statements.
Vitrenko, 47, is a legislator
who heads the Progressive So-
cialist Party. She is considered a
strong challenger to President
Leonid Kuchma and has been
consistently running second
behind Kuchma in opinion
polls.
Vitrenko is the only woman
competing for the post. The
mother of three considers her-
self a "true Marxist""and cam-
paigns on a platform that
combines populism, nostalgia
for the Soviet era, anti-West
sentiments and pledges of state
support for the needy.
Her rhetoric is appealing to
millions across the economi-
India — Manipur, Assam and
Tripura — where separatist
militants had called for boy-
cotts and threatened blood-
baths if people voted. Sixteen
people, including five soldiers
d l \ l d
cally depressed Ukraine.
The presidential campaign
has involved allegations of
break-ins at election headquar-
ters and harassment of activists,
mostly brought up by
Kuchma's opponents. But
Saturday's grenade attack on
Vitrenko is the most serious
outburst of violence.
The presidential elections are
scheduled for October in the
former Soviet republic.
Indian
Elections
Marred By
Violence
NEW DELHI, India (AP) -
Although half a million police,
soldiers and officials tried to
limit violence and vote fraud,
nearly 40 people had died in
shootings and bombings before
polls closed Sunday in the final
phase of India's month long
parliamentary elections. The
ballot boxes, covered.in cloth
bags .and stamped with wax
seals, were taken to state capi-
tals for safekeeping until vote
counting starts Wednesday.
Most of the deaths occurred
in three states in northeastern
killed in an ambush by guerril-
las of the banned United Na-
tional Liberation Front in the
tiny state of Manipur, the Press
Trust of India news agency
quoted state police director L
Jugewar Singh as saying. Gun-
men believed to be from the
United Liberation Front of
Asom killed five policemen in-
side a polling station in
Bhawanipur in Assam just as
the polls opened at 7 a.m. (0130
GMT), police said.
In neighboring Tripura, guer-
rillas from the outlawed All
Tripura Tiger Force gunned
down four paramilitary soldiers
and three civilians in Dhalai
and lost one of their men, half-
an-hour after voting began, po-
licesaid.
Four earlier rounds of voting
since September 3 left about 95
people dead in guerrilla attacks
and clashes between supporters
of rival parties.
A handful of districts will
vote Monday, Tuesday and Oc-
tober 28, because election fraud
or candidate assassinations
caused postponements.
Several opinion polls and exit
surveys have favored Prime,
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee's
National Democratic Alliance,
a coalition of 22 national and
regional parties.
India's third election in three
years was called when Vajpayee
lost a confidence motion by one
vote in April and no other party
was able to form a majority gov-
ernment.
But Congress, headed by Ital-
ian-born Sonia Gandhi, expects
to have the largest number of
seats for any single party. India's
President K.R. Narayanan will
have to decide which party to
call first to form a new govern-
ment. A new parliament must
be in place by October 21.
Supreme
Court To
Address
Campaign
Xh
* WXSHINGTOWCO
ter issuing a flurry of orders in
1,750 cases on the opening day
of its 1999-2000 term, the U.S.
Supreme Court on Tuesday will
hear arguments in a Missouri
case involving state limits on
campaign contributions that
could have national ramifica-
tions. Since the 1970s, federal
law has limited individual cam-
paign contributions to $1,000 or
less. Now the high court is be-
ing asked to rule on whether a
similar contribution ceiling in
Missouri violates voters' First
Amendment free-speech rights.
Zev Fredman, who helps run
his family's bed-frame com-
pany in Missouri, ran for state
auditor in 1988. But his cam-
paign collided with Missouri's
law limiting individual contri-
butions to $1,075. "I had no rea-
sonable chance of winning
without challenging the law,"
said Fredma,rC whose Republi-
can primary opponent had
party backing. The political ac-
tion committee "Shrink Mis-
souri Government" is backing
Fredman in his case. "I believe a
citizen should be able to give as
much as he wants," said lawyer
and activist Shock.
Shock challenged the law, ar-
guing the state never proved
campaign corruption was so
bad it justified limiting free
speech. "I think that the under-
lying perception of corruption
— the dollars and politics — is
really much more of an insidi-
ous problem and one that the
pubic was interested in address-
ing," said Missouri Attorney
General Jay Nixon.
It's not just Missouri's cam-
paign limit that's at stake. This
case could alter the Supreme
Court's 1972 decision which
said it's OK to put a limit on
campaign contributions.
r U ,< «
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Marriott Workers Organize
In Support Of Fair Contract
continued from page one
employees from other colleges,
and faculty and students from
Trinity. Some of the students
and faculty present are mem-
bers of the FLAC (Faculty La-
bor Action Committee) and the
SLAC (Student Labor Action
Committee), both of which
helped to organize the rally on
campus.
The Trinity food service
workers are currently in con-
tract negotiations with
Sodexho-Marriott. The workers
are asking for affordable health-
care and wages which are com-
parable to those given to
Marriott food service employees
at other colleges.
The conflicts over contracts
have been ongoing since June,
and since then the Sodexho-
Marriott employees have been
Marriott workers march to protest their
work conditions.
HANNAH CANT
working under the terms of the
old contract.
David Rothman, president of
the SLAC, says of the rally, "I
think it went very well... I hope
students continue to support
the food service workers. They
definitely deserve it." Sodexho-
Marriott employee Jose Sanchez
says the employees are "A lot
closer now" in their fight after
the rally. He also says, "We de-
serve the same things other col-
leges have. We cannot support
our families on $10,000 a year."
Another worker, 'Bistro' Jane
Seavall i, says, "We are not going
to stop," and, "We have support
from all over the city of Hart-
ford, students, and the college
itself."
When asked about the rally,
President Dobelle said, "There is
the first amendment, they have
rights to free speech." About the
labor conflict in general,
Dobelle says, "I care about my
employees. I want Marriott and
the union to negotiate and stop
posturing, both of them."
The next negotiation meeting
with Sodexho-Marriott is on
October 12. Students can con-
tact the SLAC if they are inter-
ested in further ways to support
the workers on campus.
Trinity To Host A Conference
On Hunger And Homelessness
BY CLAIRE MOODIE
News Writer
Five hundred students from
universities across the nation
will be congregating on
Trinity's campus, October 28-31,
for the Twelfth Annual Student
Conference of the National Stu-
dent Campaign Against Hun-
ger and Homelessness. The
conference will be the largest
gathering of students in the
country fighting against hun-
ger and homelessness.
Last spring, Trinity competed
with schools from around the
country to host this event, beat-
ing out Stanford University and
University of California at Ber-
keley for the privilege. Jen
Hecker, Conference Director of
the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger and
Homelessness, explains, "Stu-
dents at Trinity have been great
to work with. This conference
is likely to be the biggest and
best ever because of their hard
work."
The conference, which will
span four days of programs and
entertainment, will offer more
than 80 workshops for attend-
ees ranging from how to orga-
nize campus events to building
public awareness. Oxfam
America will be sponsoring a
hunger banquet, demonstrating
the unequal distribution of food
in the world. In addition, "Faces
of the Homeless," a panel in
which current and former
homeless people share their
unique stories, inspiration and
advice for student action, will
beheld.
Several guest speakers will be
present, including keynote
speaker Jim Hightower,
"America's Number One Popu-
list." Hightower, the former
Texas Commissioner for the De-
partment of Agriculture, radio
commentator, and a progressive
populist, is the author of There's
Nothing In the Middle of the
Road but Yellow Stripes and
Dead Armadillos.
Previous conferences have
been hosted by American Uni-
versity in Washington D.C, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin at
Madison, and Harvard Univer-
sity, the site of the first confer-
ence in 1987. In 1985, The
National Student Campaign
Against Hunger and
Homelessness (NSCAHH) was
started by theState Public Inter-
est Research Groups (PIRGs)
and USA for Africa. NSCAHH
works through education, ser-
vice, and action to engage col-
lege students in the fight
against hunger and
homelessness.
On The Beat
A Man and His Bali
On Friday, September 25, a student damaged a window on
the southeast door of the Williams-Downes building with a
rugby ball. The student immediately contacted Mather Front
Desk, and a carpenter was called to repair the door. Campus
Safety thanked the student for his prompt attention and hon-
esty.
A Boy and His Spouse
At approximately 4:30 PM on Sunday, September 26, Cam-
pus Safety received a call about an unauthorized party us-
ing a computer in MCEC. An officer arrived at MCEC, and
discovered the unauthorized user, a minor, attempting to
download pornography from the Internet. The minor was
detained by the officer and turned over to the Hartford Po-
lice. Because the minor had been previously suspended from
using the public computers, he was arrested and charged
with criminal trespassing.
A Girl and Her Hubcaps
On September 30, at approximately 11:00 PM, a student,
parked in the Summit D parking lot. Upon returning to her
car the next morning, she found her hubcaps were missing.
A Frosh and His Beer
A freshman student was found intoxicated on Sunday, Sep-
tember 26, in ajones bathroom. TCERT responded, and the
student was evaluated before it was determined that no fur-
ther medical attention was necessary. The case has been for-
warded to the Office of Residential Life and the Dean of
Students' Office. .' . •
An individual and His Bag
On September 29, a tapproximately 11:10 AM, an individual
left a black nylon backpack near the Chapel arch while at^
tending to preliminary work on the construction of the new
Admissions building. When the individual returned, the bag
was gone. The bag contained calculators, personal papers,
and a nylon raincoat.
A Marriott Worker and Her
Wallet
At approximately 9:30 AM on September 29, a Marriott su-
pervisor reported that her wallet had been stolen from her
car while she quickly ran into Mather Hall and left the driver
side door open. The wallet contained a small amount of cash,
personal papers, and credit cards.
Two Kids and Their Fists
On September 25, at a benefit basketball game, sponsored
by the Immaculate Conception Basketball Camp and the Fire
Society, a fight broke out on the court between two young-
sters. One of the children involved received a facial injury in
the fight and was taken to Hartford Hospital by his parents.
NEWS FROM
OTHER
SCHOOLS
Radcliffe
Merges With
Harvard
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE,
MA- Radcliffe College and
Harvard University officially
merged at one minute after
midnight Friday morning. As
most of the campus went to bed,
Radcliffe College quietly be-
came the Radcliffe Institute for
Advanced Study. A group of
Radcliffe officials gathered at
12:01 a.m. to toast the end of the
120-year-old institution's inde-
pendence from Harvard and
the birth of the Institute.
Leaders of Harvard and
Radcliffe attended a dinner last
Sunday to celebrate the final
meeting of the now-defunct
Radcliffe Board of Trustees.
Nancy-Beth G. Sheerr 71, former
chairman of the Radcliffe trust-
ees, presented Rudenstine with
a copy of the 1894 Radcliffe
charter. The evening closed as
the assembled crowd rose to
their feet and tearfully sang the
Radcliffe College alma mater,
"Radcliffe, Now We Rise to Greet
Thee." Those who attended the
dinner said the friendly atmo-
sphere was proof that Harvard
and Radcliffe are ready for their
integration.
Williams
College
President
Resigns
(THE AMHERST STU-
DENT) AMHERST, MA- Will-
iams College President Harry C.
Payne announced he will leave
his office effective October 9, co-
inciding with a meeting of the
College's Board of Trustees.
Payne had previously stated his
intention to leave his position at
the end of the academic year.
Payne's office will be filled by
trustee and Presidential Search
Committee member Carl W
Vogt '58. Vogt will serve as in-
terim president for the 1999-
2000 academic year. In a
private interview Payne said, "I
tried to be careful in my word-
ing by saying it is my intention
to stay through June 2000, but
in conversation and in inter-
views I freely said that since I
was looking out in the world
beyond the academy, a world
that doesn't work on a Septem-
ber to June schedule, that I
could not absolutely promise
that I was going to be there.
Concerning specific future
plans, Payne said, "Ihave no
full-time leadership position as
yet. That could be anywhere
from one month to two or three
years from now.... It became
clear that by January there will
be some bundle of opportuni-
ties. Then you just have to think
about what is fair arid what
works for the College correctly."
In his letter to the commu-
nity Payne stated that his deci-
sion was made after discussions
with the College's Board of
Trustees. Payne chose the date of
October 9 "after the start of the
year, but at the beginning of
many of. our planning and ap-
pointment processes." Contro-
versy has surrounded Payne's
announcement as students, fac-
ulty and members of the com-
munity furiously tried to
understand what had gone on.
The announcement that
Payne was moving his resigna-
tion date forward accompanied
• by the announcement that Wil-
liams will have only its second
interim president in its 206 year
history has raised many eye-
brows.
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Oov. Rowland
Administration
Addresses
Recent
Gontrowerssf
(The Hartford Courant)- In a
secretstatement to prosecutors,
former state Treasurer Paul J.
Silvester is pointing a finger at
Gov. John G. Rowland, saying
Silvester was pressed to invest
$125 million with fund manag-
ernment. His account, which
remains under seal, nudges the
ongoing federal corruption
probe closer to the governor's
office.
Silvester has not claimed that
Rowland personally told him to
make investments of state pen-
sion funds, the sources said. In-
stead, they said the former
treasurer has described three
occasions in which he said in-
termediaries approached him
with demands, saying they were
ers who promised cash for the
governor's campaign and for a
brother of a Rowland friend,
sources said.
In addition, Silvester told
prosecutors he reluctantly
agreed to invest another $25
million during his final days in
office in an attempt to get the
governor to secure new jobs for
his outgoing staff. Further, he
said, that investment was tied to
the possibility of a judgeship for
a relative of Silvester. Some jobs
were arranged after the invest-
ment was made, Silvester said,
but the judgeship never materi-
alized.
The allegations were made by
Silvester in communications
with prosecutors when he
pleaded guilty last month to
racketeering and conspiracy
counts at isitig, Ejom. his; ,17
months as treasurer, according
co two sources familiar with
what Silvester has told the gov-
acting for the governor.
Dean Pagani, Rowland's
spokesman, said Saturday that
the governor would not com-
ment on specifics of Silvester's
allegations. Pagani issued a pre-
pared statement in response to
questions by The Courant.
"Governor Rowland has no
connection to the criminal case
against Paul Silvester," Pagani
said. "The governor has done
nothing illegal or unethical in
connection with the matter, and
he is not going to get into rou-
tinely responding to charges
being made by anonymous
sources who may have their
own agenda." Silvester has de-
clined to comment for months.
Silvester's account of his deal-
ings is part of a wide range of
information that Silvester is
said to :haye, ptovijied^FBI agents
and prosecutors: Under iris plea
agreement and federal sentenc-
ing guidelines, Silvester faces a
sentence of 57 to 71 months in
prison, but a judge has discre-
tion to reduce the term to rec-
ognize Silvester's continued
cooperation.
The prospect that the former
Republican treasurer - who was
appointed by Rowland after
Treasurer Christopher B.
Burnham resigned in July 1997
and once was considered an ally
of the governor - is now naming
names to federal agents has sent
a chill wind through the
marbled hallways of the state
Capitol.
His account, according to
those familiar with it, is filled
with references to influential
lobbyists, lawyers and officials,
and it shines a light on the hid-
den machinery of financial
deal-making that surrounds the
nearly $20 billion state em-
ployee pension fund.
While reluctant to publicly
challenge Silvester, people close
to Rowland are quietly raising
questions about the former
treasurer's motives, suggesting
he is trying to impugn the gov-
ernor in a bid for leniency.
One source close to Rowland,
for instance, put a different spin
on Silvester's request for jobs for
his aides, saying "very few if
any" got jobs, and the decisions
were not tied to investments
Silvester made.
This source also said
Silvester's job request was on a
long list of unreasonable and
bizarre demands he.made on
Rowland in his final days, de-
, mands that included wanting a
, three-digitUcerise,plateiari4:a.n
^.award at the Coline'eticuVRe-''
publican party's annual
Prescott Bush Dinner.
Midsession Now
Under Evaluation
continued from page one
was a member of the
Midsession Committee, there
has been a budget set aside for
special activities during that
week, college functions that
have been shut down in past
years will be open for business
as usual, and this year, the stu-
dent body will be watched to
see whether or not they will in-
deed be on campus.
"The second reading week
isn't even definite yet," com-
mented Darrick Mello, Vice
President of Finance for the
SGA, "The first was only saved
because the school is looking for
the number of people who will
be on campus."
Some of the methods em-
ployed by those conducting the
experiment will be a tally of
people coming in and out of the
library, a count of students tak-
ing their meals with Marriott,
and a form, passed out to the
freshmen, requesting informa-
tion on what the students plan
to do with their time that week.
When asked why only the
freshmen were given the form,
Dean Spencer replied, "Upper-
classmen should know what
Midsession involves already, but
first year students would not be
so familiar with it." He went on
to comment that the first year
students will be meeting with
their advisors to discuss the ria^ -
ture of the period and how they
wili be putting the time to good;
use.
"Midsession is an opportu-
nity for students to involve
themselves in educational op-
portunities that with classes,
the would not have been able to
attend." commented Jonah
Cohen, the interim director of
the First Year Program on the
subject, pointing out a number
of activities that the first year
seminars have organized for
their students during the pe-
riod. The activities include a
wide array of experiences, rang-
ing from group films and dis-
cussions to a camping trip in
which students will explore
Shamanism.
The forms from the freshmen
will provide one body of evi-
dence to the trustees that
Midsession is being used for
education. "We're interested in
the number of students, not in
the individual students on cam-
pus," said Spencer, "The trustees
are going to abolish it unless it
is put to good academic use."
If the Trustees look at the data
gathered by the committee and
deem that the students have not
been using Midsession in an
academic fashion, there will be
no more open period.
"The people who truly need
Reading Week are the ones pun-
ished by this new format.
They're usually the ones, writ-
ing theses who need all that
time," said Mello, "I'm not quite
sure what they're doing to en-
tice people to stay. I'd be inter-
.esle^'ih'^feerrig^wKatkind of
programming goes on and how
effective it is."
We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas.
information Session-Thursday, October 7, 7:00 p.m., Alumni Lounge. Most opportunities are available for:
Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, Neuroscience and Physics majors.
Contact Career Services for additional dates when Andersen Consulting will be on campus.
You know you're more than a piece
of paper. You're bursting with ideas and
insights that can change the world of
business. And at Andersen Consulting,
we want them.
As a leading global management and
technology consulting organization, we
bring our insights and ideas to help world-
class clients to help them achieve profound
^lgSO Andersen Consulting. All rigltts reserved. An equal opportunity employer.
change. After all, it takes powerful ideas Visit our Web site at www.ac.comp
to align strategy with people, process
and technology.
We'll provide first-rate training and
guidance, and expose you to a variety of
projects and industries, All of which builds
a solid foundation for your future.
Take this opportunity talk to us about
yourself, and most importantly, your ideas.
it's all about making an impact.
Andersen
Consulting
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continued from page one
Saturday afternoon was dedicated to
sports activities. Trinity played field
hockey, soccer and football against Wil-
liams, and in spite of the loss, this proved
to be one of the most exciting parts of
the weekend, and a good opportunity for
families to meet and interact.
Most of the parents expressed satisfac-
tion with the events and with their or-
ganization. Bruce and Gael Gilmore,
who live in Massachusetts, arrived on
Saturday, visiting Trinity for the first
time this weekend. They were fascinated
with the "beautiful campus," a first im-
pression shared by many other relatives
of Trinity students. "Pleasant", "cordial"
and "friendly" were the words most of-
ten used to characterize the people and
the atmosphere on campus.
The two activities that parents seemed
to like the most were the evening con-
cert on Friday and the opportunity to
meet their children's professors. Erika
Wannamacker from Portland, Maine
finds talking to her son's professors the
most interesting and beneficial part of
her visit. Other parents, however, were
critical of the organization and the
schedule of these talks. Mrs. Gilmore
expresses the opinion that actual visits
to classroom lectures and discussions
was what parents really wanted. "It
would be more educational to see how
professors presented," says she, express-
ing many other people's frustration at
being unable to attend any Friday
classes. Other suggestions given by fami-
lies are that the college provides print-
outs with the names of every student's
professor, as well as move some of the
classes to Saturday morning, so that par-
ents are able to attend them.
Parents seemed to have very few con-
cerns about their children being away to
college. The ones that were actually
mentioned were time management, the
lack of sleep and the abundance of ac-
tivities that Trinity provides for its stu-
dents. "The college has so much to offer,
that I'm afraid my son will try to make
too many things at once," says Mrs.
Wannamacker. Thor Judi Larson from
Washington, D.C is even calmer: No, I
don't think we have any concerns," says
she. The words of Bruce Gilmore sum up
the general mood of the weekend the
best: "That's what you wanted and you
succeeded," says he, addressing not only
his child, but also everyone else who en-
joys studying, working or just visiting the
college.
EROS Chalkings Celebrate Diversity
Chalkingsby EROS promoted tolerance of sexual diversity NATE CURTIS
What will the
world drink tomorrow?
You can help make the choice! At ACNielsen 8ASES, the world leader in new product evaluation
and sates forecasting, we provide state-of-the-art simulated test-marketing services to help
clients decide which new consumer packaged goods to produce, how to improve n&w and
existing products, and how to market products for maximum results - but it's our people who
determine how well we perform. If you are analytical, curious, independent, organized, flexible
3nd team-oriented, we'dlike to meet you.
Information Session: 10/18/99
Interviews: 10/19/99
We are seeking outstanding candidates to join us as:
Marketing Research Analysts
You'll do it all: help wish study design, run forecasting models, analyze and summarize results,
prepare client reports and presentations and attend client meetings. This position can lead so
even greater responsibility in client service/analysis; skills gained are also transferable to other
divisions. A Bachelor's degree in Marketing, a Liberal Arts field, or Social Sciences is required (3.0
minimum cumulative QPA). Demonstrated writing and analytical skills are essential.
Please contact your Career Services Office for further information on our campus visit and
interview sign-ups. If you are unable to meet with us during our visit, please send your resume
to: Professional Recruitment, ACNielsen BASES, 50 E. RiverCenter Blvd., Suite 1000,
Covington, KY 41011, e-mail: hr@bases.com, Fax: (606) 655-6293.
www.bases.com
XkoJASES
\ Set tomorrow, today.
Community Discusses
Future Of Fraternities
continued from page one
quick vote to remove the Greek system.
"Last week we hosted a basketball tour-
nament for the neighborhood. We raised
thousands of dollars for charity. We in-
vited the administration and faculty.and
not one of them showed up. These
people do not know anything about us,
so how can they besoquick tojudgeand
condemn us?" asked Mescon. Bobbi
Oldfield '01, a member of the Ivy Soci-
ety, in reference to community service,
remarks that her sorority takes part in
mandatory, consistent activities. "The
vice on campus that no others provide. !
am not a member of a Greek organiza-
tion, and I don't plan to be. Nobody ac-
knowledges the positive things they do,
and unfortunately, they are an easy tar-
get." Mathematics professor Phil Brown
believes that discrimination in fraterni-
ties is becoming less of an issue, and is
not nearly as prolific as a few years ago.
Also attending the forum was Assis-
tant Dean of Students Christopher Card,
who directs the Inter-Greek Council on
campus. The council was founded last
May, and provides a communication link
"Whatever decision the trustees make concerning the future
of the Greek system, I hope that it follows a long,
thoughtful, constructive debate," - Christopher Card,
Assistant Dean of Students
national chapter will cut off our fund-
ing if we fail to participate in commu-
nity service on a regular basis."
Dr. Herzberger, bringing up the point
that the faculty believes Greek organiza-
tions are an elitist group with intense
selection processes, received a lot of feed-
back from the students attending the fo-
rum. "The admissions process that
Trinity uses to accept students is highly
selective, so why can't we be exclusive as
well? We should be able to pick and
choose students in the same manner that
the school does," said Mescon. Brothers
and sisters in Greek organizations find
the 1993 mandate proposition unfair, and
sometimes impossible.
Olessa Pindak '01, a Kappa Kappa
Gamma member, believes that keeping
a sorority restricted to female member-
ship is important. "A sorority is a very
supportive place. It's important to me
because it is a place hi women to become
stronger, and form lasting friendships."
Alumnus Adrian Reyes '99, a former
member of Lambda Theta Phi, is con-
vinced that the trustees are asking too
much when they destroy the tradition of
a single-sex Greek system. He says "Our
national charter would not allow us to
become coed, and by this mandate, the
trustees are asking us to abandon our
charters."
James Baird '00, a Sigma Nu brother,
remarks that "Students deserve the right
to a single sex fraternity or sorority, and
nobody should be allowed to take that
right away." The enforcement of this or-
der by the trustees will not work accord-
ing to Oldfield. "There is no way that
boys will start rushing sororities, and
vice versa. It just will.not happen. The
single-sex experience is unique, and
should not be taken away from us."
An interesting viewpoint on the sta-
tus of the present Greek'system at Trin-
ity came from those unaffiliated to a
fraternity or sorority. Meghan Reppond
'02, spoke out in defense of .fraternities
and sororities. "The Greeks provide a ser-
between students, and the faculty, ad-
ministration and trustees. Every recog-
nized Greek organization has two
representatives, who attend meetings
every other week.
"There used to be a lot of wrong infor-
mation picked up by the faculty con-
cerning the Greeks. We intend to create
a newsletter, and make the trustees and
faculty aware of what really goes on
with fraternities and sororities," said
Card. He also believes that the trustees
desire more information besides the fac-
ulty vote to make a decision concerning
the future of the Greeks. "Whatever de-
cision the trustees make concerning the
future of the Greek system, I hope that it
follows a long, thoughtful, constructive
debate." According to Card, the Inter-
Greek Council is making a positive im-
pact already, by streamlining the rush
period, which was overseen and super-
vised by theIG.G.
Following the meeting, Dr. Herzberger
had positive feelings concerning the in-
put she received concerning the Greek
system. "1 appreciate the fact that stu-
dents took time from their schedules to
give me their point of view. 1 am also
happy to hear the intentions of students
to make Greek organizations a positive
influence for the campus." She hopes
that she will be able to relay the students
input to the trustees at a meeting in Oc-
tober, and will attempt to conduct a
meeting with a few trustees and a Few
Greek leaders in October as well.
She did emphasize one concern how-
ever. "Some people felt at the forum that
a big part of the existence of Greek or-
ganizations is their use as the last place
where students can drink the way they
want; This concerns me greatly." She
also remarks that the burden rests on
Greek organizations to prove their worth
on campus. While this issue continues
to develop, Dr. Herzberger encourages
students to relay their opinions on the
subject to her, either in person, by phone,
or email.
The Pump House Gallery
is proud to present
"Domesticated Pleasures"
an exhibit of work by
Tanya Batura
Tanya Batura is an Artist in Residence at the Archie Bray Foundation in Helena,
Montana and is showing work in the invitational group show at the Feitico Gallery in
Chicago. She has also exhibited at Real Art Ways, the Ferrin Gallery in North Hampton,
and the Jacob Lawrence Gallery in Seattle, WA.
This free exhibit opens with, a reception at the Pump House Gallery on Thursday,'
October 21, from 530 to 7:30 PM. The gallery is located in the Southeast Corner of
BushneUParkandisopenfuesdaythrQugh.Friday,llAM.to2PM;Foririoreinformation,
contact the gallery at 860-722-6536 or 860-543-8874,
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Das UberkoIIimii A look at America's
continuing' infatuation with Nazi Germany
GEOFF STEVENS
Features Editor
Twenty four hours a day,
seven days a week, alt Hitler, all
the time. Growing up without
cable (no two hundred chan-
nels, no forty channels, just the
five), I was never really aware of
the disproportionate amount of
time that The History Channel
spendson our favorite Fuhrer. I
grew up in a sheltered environ-
ment, without the 2 hour spe-
cials devoted to analyzing
Hitler's breakfast habits. There
were no dinnertime conversa-
tions relating to the show we
saw concerning the habits of
mer, this took a while).
' To say that these programs;
are aired in order to appeal to
the perverse tendency in people
to want to study the macabre is
rather short sighted. If this were
the case, why not air programs
relating to countless other mass
exterminations of people which
have taken place in the last fifty
years. Why not devote all of
your programming to the
Khmer Rouge, or the Soviet
Gulag, or the ongoing human
rights violations in Myanmar?
No, while there is certainly an
element of guilty pleasure in
you when watching the Nazi re-
lated programming, there is
something deeper than the
Fewer and fewer people are actively
exercising their right to participate in the
US government
Hitler's dog. No, not until I was
forced by extenuating circum-
stances to spend four soul
crushing summer months in a
campus job at Trinity did I be-
come fully aware of the nature
of channel fourteen (my recre-
ation habits afforded many im-
mobile drunken hours in front
of the television). Needless to
say, sometime in mid July, I be-
gan to question the rational be-
hind devoting so much airtime
to the Second World War (fully
understanding that it was a
subject completely ignored by
.allptkpt media).;:SQ Lbe&anto
ponder trie subject (my mindset
being wha t it was over the sum-
mass extermination of fellow
humans driving one to tune in.
The conclusion which I reached
begins with a look at the state
of politics today in the United
States.
When taking a general over-
view of the American political
system today, one is struck by
how little the two controlling
parties differ in practice (as
compared to how polarized
they were in the past). One gets
the feeling that, should there be
a majority democratic or repub-
lican legislative branch, or ex-
. ecutiye branch, thatthe. day to
:
 day life of tne average Arrierican
citizen would not be that dras-
tically affected. Taxes might be
reallocated one way or another,
but, by and large, people are go-
ing to keep living our their lives
almost regardless of what hap-
pens on Capitol Hill. That is to
say that, now more than ever,
there is no possible conclusion
to an election that would result
in any massive change in your
lifestyle. As a result, fewer and
fewer people are actively exer-
cising their right to participate
in the US Government through
voting. The voter turnout for
the last presidential election,
despite innumerable pro voting
benefits and tireless lobbying
by both sides to increase turn-
out, was an all time low. Signs
point to a further decrease in
participation with each passing
year. Thus, the American politi-
cal system has ultimately ac-
complished far more than it
ever hoped to. The American
Government today influences
and impedes the life of its citi-
zens to such a minimal degree
that the each citizen feels no
need to exercise his or her right
to change things.
Conversely, to transplant
oneself from the political situa-
tion of today into the mindset of
Europe in the 1930's and 40's is
to undergo a transformation of
almost unparalleled dimen-
sions. In the case of World War
Two in particular, there is a
sense that, unlike World War
One (which was essentially
nothing but a result of long-
stj^ rtdmg terisijms within Eu-
Continued on Pg. 11
hhldsession Permission Slip
% ____^ _. :__ Being ofsound mindahd&ody, fierefiyatvepermission,, otherwise any rea-
sonaSfe sanction, utter consent, etc.,.etc...etc,..,for my son/daughter (circfe one) to Ceave campus
during the period of readhw wee£for^__days, fwurs,. minutes and_ seconds for tde
purposes ofeducationaladvancement, on an "academicauy-deneftciaC" visit to an institution of
educational' stimufation, for tfiese and/or any one of thefoCCowing reasons (circfe as many as
needed). (By completing th~is articCe, 1 aBsofve the college of any responsibility of damages to said
student, he it resuft of any kind of accident, involving barnyard animals or otherwise.
Nobody can pamper and treat my child like a baby like Mommy and Daddy
can.
I f my child wanted to be treated like a monkey, they would be at Amherst
right now.
We pay your damn salaries; know who has the damn power.
The boyfriend/girlfriend won't stop standing outside the house like a dog
in heat.
Someone has to explain all the internet porn to the FBI.
Still has to pay Tuesday for a hamburger today.
Giant meteor headed towards earth, crime fighting tights still in Kansas
This is America. That Gestapo crap doesn't fly here.
Mother's Signature
Father's Signature
Notary Public Signature
Neighbor's Signature
Dog's Paw Print
Visa, Mastercard accepted; make checks payable to "Trinity College Trustees;" and
please include 3 valid forms of identification, 2" x 2" photo. Must be verified by all
proper authorities, in at least 3, but not more than 5 English speaking countries, each
with a GbP in excess of $30 billion chain, filled out between the hours of 10:00am and
12:00pm, when the moon aligns with Jupiter.
AHo
Top Ten Suggestions Of What
To Do Over This Midsession
id. Watch "Escape from Alcatraz;"look at
niidsessfon in a whole new light.
9. Evade the trustees by jumping the gorge into
Hazard County.
8. Get high on life, spread word .
7. Two words: bathtub whiskey:
6. The teachings of "Small Wonder" have
changed my life, let them change yours.
5. Stop tour guide on the long walk. Try to buy
drugs.
4. Be an all star, get game on.
3. 3 day re-enactment of the battle of Antietam
on the main quad.
2. Close math lounge, open a, harem.
1. Leave.
Lock Me Up, Toss the Key
BY BRIAN NANOS
Features Writer
Note: Many of the statements
that are made in this article
shouldnotbetakenasfact. This
is because of one simple reason
they arewrong. WeattheTripod
have no idea where Brian gets
hisfacts. Actually, we don't even
know whoBrian is except that
he'sthis Md who seems intent on
becoming "popular." Maybe if
weareallreallynicetohim,and
we say hi to him whenever we
see him, he'll think that he is
popular, and he'll calm down.'
So far, my first month of col-
lege has been a lot of fun. I've
read a lot of mind numbing
stuff, and then drank enough so
.that 1 forget every word. It's an
interesting cycle, really, but it's
^beenfun.
However, all of my upper-
classman friends (and I have a
lot of upperclassmen friends...
actually, I just have a lot of
friends) assure me that next
week all this fun will end. They
tell me that next week will be
what is commonly referred to as
"lockdown," Oh wait, sorry, I
mean, "Reading Week". Did I
say lockdown? Sometimes
these things just slip out. I'll try
not to let that happen again.
Now, I'm not really sure how
this works, because, as I keep
reminding you guys, I'm only a
freshman. I'm sure that some of
you are confused by all this
hoopla as well. I'm going to try
to make sense of it for you. Ev-
ery year, until this one, Trinity
College has given its students a
week of no classes before mid-
terms so that the students can
read and study and generally
get ready for the exams. Then,
this group of people who sit
around and have meetings in
which they decide what it is
that Trinity students should be
doing, eating, dreaming about,
and spreading on their turkey
sandwiches, (calling them-
selves "Trustees") made the star-
tling revelation: everyone was
going home during this week.
"Big Brother," oh, whoops, I
mean these so-called "trustees"
were troubled by this fad for two
obvious reasons:
1) Everyone knows that it is
impossible for a person to study
if he is off campus. .
2) Trinity is a school of inno-
vation in education and when
the "trustees" of our school
looked to see what the other
schools that were innovative
were doing, they saw that we
were the only ones with a "mid-
semester break."
Therefore, the "trustees" de-
cided that during reading week
no one would be allowed to
leave campus. This is a big
change from the policy that ex-
ists during all of the other
weeks of the semester, when the
access to off campus facilities is
made extremely easy by the bus
system, the campus shuttle, and
those helpful people at campus
safety, (hint, hint, that was sar-
casm). These "trustees" also
toyed with the idea of locking
everyone in their room for the
entire week, but they realized
that no Ivy League School had
ever done anything like that.
They also tossed around the
idea of changing our school's
name to "Princevard College"
but they decided not to make
too many changes in one year.
Anyway, if you know me,
then you know that it is my
dream to be insanely popular. 1
can just feel that I'm one step
away from it too, and now, I have
the foolproof plan. I've never
seen this school go into
"lockdown" before, but these
"Trustees" seem really powerful.
1 bet next week they are prob-
ably gonna roll in some guards.
The ruckus that will await any-
one who is trying to escape
"lockdown" will probably make
Saturday, night at the Hall look
about as violent as women's ten-
nis (ok, that was a cheap shot,
I'm sorry.) Pretty soon, people
are gonna run out of food and
water.
So I'm getting ready, I'm
stocking up. That way, by the
time Wednesday rolls around I
can say, "Hey baby, wanna come
back to my place for some food
and water?" It's fool proof! So
ladies, if during Reading Week
you ever run out, come by my
room for some food, water, and
maybe there will be a little
something extra in it for you.
You never know.
It could work. . :
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The Uberkolltam Continues
Continued from pg 10
rope with neither side possessing ideol-
ogy which differed greatly from the
other), there is a clash of polarized poli-
tics. The perverse interest in World War
Two is not only in the amount of death
that the regime was responsible for, but,
also, in the political system of Nazi Ger-
many itself. Here there is a situation
where there are definite divisions of ide-
ology. By that, I mean that nothing so
describes the antithesis of the Allied po-
litical system, as did Nazi Germany.
There is no fallible elected official who
will try his best to guide the country for
a few years. There is an infallible leader
who stands for every German's collective
good. There are no individual rights;
they are forsaken without thought in the
name of furthering the nationalistic
cause. The hope of each citizen is not to
live a happy life, but to help out the cause
of the fatherland. To look into the politi-
cal climate of that time is to go back to a
time when politics really mattered. This
was a time when the outcome of a con-
flict would not result in a slight reorga-
nization of the power structure in a given
area, but would result in a change of un-
paralleled dimensions. Entire races of
people would be put to death or slavery.
Had the German's won, this antithesis of
democracy, fascism, would be imple-
mented certainly throughout Europe,
possibly throughout the globe.
Our attitudes towards this general
situation are likewise polarized. Unlike
today's system of inconsequential poli-
tics, there were whole continents at stake
during the Second World War, much
more so than during any other war in
history. Had the Germans won, Democ-
racy as a general political philosophy
could have been at an end, replaced with
a reversion to the monarchical societies
that were deemed obsolete. Place this set
of events in the setting of the birthplace
of American Democracy and you get a
definite battle of good versus evil. Ev-
eryone wants to tune in; everyone cares,
no matter how much they have seen.
You eat, we pay!
Fill out the form below
and return it to the Tripod
Features box, # 702583
Name
Extension
Year -
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i .
A Kids on the Block Program on
CHILD ABUSE
Learn Bunraku Puppetry
and teach children about
child abuse and personal safety.
I t ; Call now to join
our training!
1-80OCHILDREN
1 1 1 Connecticut Center for Prevention of Child Abuse
Restaurant Review:
Chuck's Steak House
ANDREW WEISS AND
JANE BROWER
Restaurant reviewers
We could impress upon you the
lengths in which we took to get to
Chuck's Steak House in the Civic Cen-
ter in downtown Hartford. Rush hour
and parking aside, however, this is a
story about two people and their quest
for good steak! Needless to say, we did
not find it at Chuck's. From the simple
name and classy decor, we fully ex-
pected excellence. Upon arrival our
mouths were watering from the faint
smoky aroma and quiet sizzle of the
grill; however, we would soon learn that
our senses were cruelly deceived.
Perhaps we should begin on a more
positive note; the service was excellent.
We were promptly seated with a smile
near a large bay window with a grand
view of Trumbull Street. To compliment
the expedient seating, our waitress im-
mediately arrived to offer drinks and
present menus. We nonchalantly or-
dered two cokes and opened the menus.
Frankly, that was the beginning of the
end. The categories included appetizers,
seafood, and meat. Poultry eaters need
not go to Chuck's because the chicken
self-serve from a trough. We sat back
down to a basket of warm bread and
butter. This was right on par with the
salad. They did have the decency to nuke
the bread, but it was dry and flavorless.
Strike two.
Two bites into the soup and half way
through the salads, the main course ar-
rived. This was it, Chuck's one chance
at redemption. I ordered the 16 oz. Por-
terhouse while my associate went all out
and had the Filet Mignon. All entrees
came with a choice of fries, baked po-
tato, or cole slaw. We both went with the
baked potato and sour cream. The pre-
sentation was poor. It seemed as if the
meat was simply slung upon the plate
and was complemented by a whopping
tablespoon of steamed zucchini and a
potato so meager it would make you cry.
My associate, being a carnivore at heart,
went straight for the meat. Sadly, she
found the main course lackluster and
dry. The one redeeming quality was that
it did not have an ounce of fat, but that
was not enough to atone for the sins of
dry filet and over steamed vegetables.
Perhaps the Porterhouse I ordered would
not befall the same fate; wrong again.
Although it was not dry, it lacked taste
and was surrounded in fat and grizzle.
It took way too much elforc to actually
The bar at Chuck's Steak House
category was sadly, pathetically miss-
ing. Let's move onto appetizers; clam
chowder or French onion soup were our
only two choices. Little did we know,
however, that we had but one choice. In
the spirit of New England, I requested a
steaming bowl of clam chowdah. Re-
quest denied. Despite the presence of a
mere two other patrons, Chuck had con-
veniently run out of chowder that day.
So I sadly declined an appetizer alto-
gether. My associate went with the
French onion and was not disappointed.
It came in a large crock covered in sa-
vory baked cheese. The soup itself was
as flavorful as French onion should be.
Next we moved onto the salad bar and
were once again disappointed. Let's just
say that if you've seen Mather's salad,
you've seen Chuck's. It included the
standard fare including, but not limited
to, iceberg lettuce, cherry tomatoes, bac
o' bits, and an array of Sysco dressings.
Of course, one cannot expect a superior
salad when it is complimentary and
NATE CURTIS
find the meat amongst the fat in which
it was encased. No, not even the steak
could save Chuck's Steak House. My ac-
complice did notice that the baked po-
tato was crispy and had not been cooked
and then reheated in a steamer. This was
sadly the one ray of light among the dim
haze of mediocrity. When we had fin-
ished our meals, the waitress came
around to collect our plates. "Would you
like to see the dessert menu?" To this
we answered with a collective, "No."
Now, one would think that after such
disappointment it would be impossible
for things to get much worse, but then
we received the bill. After tip, we found
that we were set back a good 60 bucks,
twice what the Tripod had expected us
to spend.
All-in-all we can only say that
Chuck's Steak House is not worth the
two minute drive it takes to get there. As
a result of this, we ended up giving the
restaurant two thumbs down.
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A Rude Awakening: Reflections on
Sitting in The Bandstand at Fenway
LINCOLN HEINEMAN
Features Writer
A week ago Sunday, 1 attended
a Boston Red Sox game at
Fenway Park. This is unre-
markable by itself, but coinci-
dence and luck transformed
my experience at "Friendly
Fenway" from a perfectly nor-
mal occasion to one in which 1
gained a small but informative
window into human behavior
and class tension. This may
seem a little pretentious on my
part, but let me explain. Over
the years, I have attended many
professional baseball games, all
at Fenway. Sunday's game was
the first one in which 1 did not
sit in the bleachers, but in the
grandstand along the right field
line. I sat in the grandstand be-
cause those were the only seats
available when 1 bought my
ticket. Without thinking much
about it, 1 just assumed that the
baseball experience in the
grandstand would be precisely
the same as the experience in
the bleachers. I was surprised
to discover that very different
people sit in the grandstand
from those in the bleachers. If
my foray into grandstand seat-
ing taught me anything, it's that
I'll take the cheap bleacher seats
any day over the (relatively) ex-
pensive onesin the grandstand.
From the moment I took my
seat, I couid tell that this game
would not have the same kind
of emotional energy that any
game has in the bleachers. Al-
though the Red Sox were locked
in a heated race for a play-off
berth, and there was a sellout
crowd for the event, all of the
spectators around me had a
dull, glazed look in their eyes.
Almost all of them appeared to
be computing in their heads
how much longer they had to
endure the horrible misery in
which they found themselves.
Half of them were not even,
watching the game, while the
other half trained their uninter-
ested gaze toward the game
game. If they were so weary of
major league baseball, why on
earth would they plunk down
twenty bucks to see a game?
Furthermore, if they were really
so blase about their existence,
why didn't they just sit at home
being bored, instead of doing it
in public?
I was so confounded about
the behavior of the grandstand
denizens because the atmo-
sphere in the bleachers at
Fenway Park during a game is
so markedly different. In my
experience, literally everyone in
the bleachers is engrossed by
/ was so confounded about the
behavior of the grandstand denizens
because the atmosphere in the bleachers
at Fenway Park during a game is so
markedly different In my experience,
literally everyone in the bleachers is
engrossed by the game... It's actually
possible to get into a conversation with
seatmates who are strangers to you.
haphazardly. Very few people
cheered even a strikeout for a
Red Sox pitcher or a home run
for John .Valentin, the veteran
Red Sox third baseman. When
I cheered for these events, every-
one around me looked at me
like Iihad grown an extra arm. I
began to wonder why these
people had even come to the
the game. The interaction be-
tween the fans in the bleachers
is also much better. It's actually
possible to get into a conversa-
tion with seatmates who are
strangers to you. (As I found out
, Sunday, this is strictly forbidden
in the grandstand.) Further-
more, fans in the bleachers are
always the ones to start the
wave, to actually stretch during
the seventh inning stretch, to
sing all the words to "Take Me
Out to the Ballgame" when it's
playing on the public address
system. Needless to say, I was
completely astounded when
grandstand fans refused to par-
take in any of these activities,
even as they were going on not
fifty yards away in the bleach-
ers.
These two different types of
experiences at the same
ballpark led me to the obvious
question of why the atmo-
sphere in the grandstand and
the bleachers was so dissimilar
from each other. Why would
people in the bleachers be more
interested in the game when
they had paid a Full six dollars
less for their tickets? The only
explanation may be a class ra-
tionalization. Most of the
people in the grandstand had
more money than those in the
bleachers. These wealthier fans
seemed to care more about what
other people thought of them.
They didn't want to be seen
cheering loudly, since this
might be seen as inappropriate
by those around them. Perhaps
this is an unfair assessment of
grandstand fans; maybe they
really do know how to have fun.
However, I'll take the bleachers
fans over them at the first op-
portunity. Frankly, the people
in the cheap seats have a lot
more fun, and they don't seem
to care about what other people
think. They are there to cheer
for their team, not to see and be
seen.
Issues of class don't arise at a
ballgame very often, but re-
flecting upon my recent expe-
rience in the grandstand at
Fenway Park, I began to con-
template more deeply another
experience I had at Fenway a
few years back when the New
> York Yankees, the Red Sox's tra-
ditional rivals, were in town for
a game. I was sitting in the
bleachers, and some of my
seatmates were trying to get the
wave going. They succeeded in
getting the entire bleachers sec-
tion to participate, but when
the wave reached the grand-
stand, it promptly died. A re-
curring chant of the Boston fans
during the game was "Yankees
suck!" After several attempts to
get the grandstand to join the
wave, many people in the
bleachers amended this taunt to
"grandstand sucks!" I hadn't
considered this incident in class
terms before, but it seems evi-
dent now that the class issue
was there, just beneath the sur-
face, waiting to bubble to the
top. The class tension in this
situation was implicit, but it
was there nonetheless. I guess
some kind of class struggle is
always there in everyday life,
even in unexpected circum-
stances when you least expect
it. Even at that most quintessen^
tial American event, the game.
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Freaks and Geeks Are
Popular on Prime Time
BY TINA LEE
Features Writer
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR, Mich. - It
begins, oddly enough, with football
practice. The viewer is slightly perplexed
as the scene unfolds: the sensitive jock
with his cheer-
leader girl-
friend talking
about the need
for communi-
cation. Uh-oh.
Have I
s t u m b l e d
across some
kind of cheery
nightmare, or
worse yet, a
"Varsity Blues"
knock-off? But
wait, the guy
has not started
speaking
Lindsay's honor-roll associates find
the change less than desirable. But they
can only muster enough indignation at
this snub to snipe at Lindsay's younger
brother Sam (John Daley). Despite the
pressure from her parents and guidance
counselor, Lindsay follows her own
agenda, however lost it may be. The re-
sulting hon-
esty lends
credence to
the show, and
L i n d s a y
proves there
is more to life
than being a
c h a m p i o n
mathlete.
A r m e d
with his two
best friends,
sci-fi loving
Neal (Sarnm
HTTP://WWW.NBC.COM/FREAKSANDGEEKS/ Lev ine ) a n d
The cast of NBC's new hit show. B i l 1 (Martin
Starr), com-
ln
polysyllabic
words yet, and redemption starts from
thereon.
NBC's "Freaks and Geeks" is set in high
school circa 1980. The show centers on
two siblings and their respective
struggles to emerge from school alive.
Lindsay Weir (Linda Cardellini) is at an
impasse. After witnessing her
grandmother's death, she questions her
status as a resident brain and like so
many good kids before her, crosses over
to the dark side. Specifically, she mingles
with the freaks, a gang of nonchalant
teens led by Daniel (James Franco),
whose every glance is designed to make
the hall rnbrrttors'quiver.; " "
plete with the perfunctory geeky glasses,
Sam sets out to conquer his unattainable
lust object. When Sam ponders his
chances with the paragon of loveliness,
the delightful and witty Neal points out,
"She's a cheerleader. You've seen Star
Wars 27 times. Do the math."
"Freaks and Geeks" is an amazing new
show replete with clever dialogue and
rapport amongst the characters. The
drama of finding your identity in a dog-
eat-dog environment combined with
comic overtones is plays out well. So
while Lindsay and Sam are not at the top
of the totem pole in high school, they are
surelyacing the tests of television.
Crossword 101
11
 Football GiantS " ByEdCanty
ACROSS
11ndonesian island
5 Great serves
9 Commoner .
13 Pierre's friends
14 Royal ditch
15 Adore
16 Big East team
20 Timetable abbr.
21 Mardi Gras garb
22 Individualists
23 Church recess
24 Mr. Sampras
25 Bounce
28 Drunkards
29 Business inits.
32 Surrenders
33 Vote an in out
34 Inspires
35 Big Twelve team
38 Caviars
39 Active
40 Missouri City
41 Homer's next door
neighbor
42 Computer memory unit
43 Confused
44 Limbs
45 Family diagram
46 Catch
49 Met solo
50 Precedes food or men
53 Southeastern League
team
56 Disco dancer
57Affirm
58Hlt
59 Overwhelm with flattery
60 Kosovo defender
61 Turner and Danson
DOWN
1 The Crimson Tide
2 Mideast ruler
3 Fibber
4Adoctrine;suffix
5 Entertain
6 Waterford neighbor
7 Hearing aid
8 Dagger
9 Airport visitor
10 Solitary
11 At all times
12 Harry's wife
17 Playful
18 Thou _ sinned I
19 Beds
23 Regions
24 Search party
25 Disdain
26 Tea ,
27 Twiddled one's thumbs
28 Debonaire
29 Resides
30 Uncle MllUe
 : .
31 Syrian President
33 Neglects
34 Positive po!e
36 Gold Medalist
37 painful experience
42 Boast
43 Seed covering
44 Cupid's projectile
45 Cape Cod town
46 Nest residents
47 Bar sign
48 Like some McDonald's
orders
49 Assist
50 Alone
51 Mild expletive
52 Cobras
54 Actress Gardner .
55 Apr. to Oct.
By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mall: GFR, P.O.Box461;Schenectady,NY 12301
: "Footballstrategy does
not originate In the
scrimmage: It Is useless to
expect solutions In a
political campaign."
Walter Llppman
Ll&RA
JL 5E.PT23-OCT22 J^
You chose the path less travelled and
it turned out to be a little rockier than
you had hoped. Love ain't always easy...
Maybe now would be a good time to
sit down with your trail map and re-
evaluate the situation. There are ways
to get where you want to be - theyjust
might not be as direct as you had
thought.
SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV21
lappiness takes more than just good
grades or lots of partying. You need
Dalance in your life and a place in the
;hade you can call your own. Remem-
ber that the joy of flying a kite can be
ust as important as being responsible,
"let out the crayons and inhale deeply.
SAGI
My sf icaL Torzot
ARIE.S
MAR 21 -APR .
All too Qften, you are a leader. This
usually means that you don't stop to
consider the little things while plot-
ting your next great conquest. Now is
a good time for caution, however.
Someone close to you does not have
your best interests at heart. Be careful
- if you can't see things as they truly
are, you may get hurt.
w. TAURUS vr
TARIUS
NOV22-DLC21
Everybody gets lied to sometimes. The
rules get broken and not everyone
plays fair. Don't let this stop you from
playing the game, however. The les-
sons you learn will only make it more
interesting, and make you a better
player. Go ahead. Roll the bones.
CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN l?
You're never satisfied, are you? You
keep making changes to your life, try-
ing toiigure out what's wrong with it,
hoping that if you remove this or that,
you'll suddenly be happy. Wrong. Be
careful that you don't throw away the
very things that are most important to
you. You know you've done it before.
AQUARIUS
,-*& JAN 20-m& is
 rwv
So all your hours of work are paying
off and you are finally reaping the re-
wards. Whether financial or emo-
tional, you will gain more pleasure if
you remember to share. This doesn't
mean that you can't enjoy yourself as
well, however. A good foot rub will
take your mind off all you have left to
do.
PI5CE.S
_ AFR 20 - MAY 2O _
. Normally calm and grounded your-
self, you're not sure how to handle it
when others become overly emotional
for no apparent reason. But this is what
happens when you surround yourself
with so many dynamic people. News
this week may not be reliable. If faced
with serious decisions, counsel others
to wait. You both need more informa-
GEMINI to
MAY2I-JUN2O / H \
The Aces represent beginnings. The
Ace of Cups brings with it blessings
peace, and emotional renewal. Unfor-
tunately, you haven't quite gotten there
yet. You're still giving too much of
yourself and not taking desperately
needed time to regroup. Learn to just
say no and join Scorpio for an af ter-
noon of old style R & R.
*""**" CANCE.R
Your chakras are way out of line, my
friend, and you are sinking fast into
your own misery. Disappointment af-
fects you deeply and you are taking
negative events very much to heart
right now. Take heart - the Stars are
shining on you, signaling a change for
the better very soon. In the meantime
ligh t a candle and have a nice, hot, cup
o f t e a ^
 L m
I?-MAR 20'
You are at a crossroads and it is time
to choose your path. Weigh carefully
your own inner desires and beliefs,
while also taking time to listen to
those around you. When you really
put your mind to it, there are very few
things you can't accomplish, but the
scales may tip sharply before they bal-
ance. .
UL25-AUG2Z
You've been doing a little lying, a little
cheating, and a lot of procrastinating
Keep this up and not only will you
alienate all your friends, but your mid-
terms will be significantly harder to
pass. Advice: I know you have other
skills and talents. Put them to more
productive use.
VIRGO
, . AUG23-SETT22 ,
Remember that line trom Indian
Jones: "He chose...poorly." Don't be tha
guy. Pay attention and your ensuing
wisdom will result in the correc
choice. Even if you don't get every-
thing, stay focused. Indy gave up th<
chalice and lost the girl, but he stil
rode off into the sunset.
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Hamlin Hall Echoes With Taianted Ives Quartet
BY AMY BUCHNER
Arts Editor
Hamlin Mall hummed with
anticipation. Music students,
music lovers, and music profes-
sors filled the seats; the lights
dimmed and The Ives Quartet
filed in.
The Ives Quartet, formerly
known as the Stanford String
Quartet, has earned acclaim all
over the world with their con-
cert repertoire.
The quartet brings together
the talents of Roy Malan (First
Violin), Susan Freier (Second
Violin), Scott Woolweaver
(Viola), and Stephen Harrison
(Cello).
The quartet's program con-
sisted of three string quartet
pieces: Beethoven's String Quar-
tet inF Minor (Op. 95), Mozart's
String Quartet in F Major (K.
590), and Mendelssohn's String
Quartet in E-Flat Major (Opus
12).
The Beethoven piece opened
the evening's performance. The
piece's clean transitions from
quick and lively to ominous
and legato showed the crisp
precision of the quartet as a
whole.
The four players moved in
perfect union, fooling the lis-
tener into believing that he was
only hearing one instrument.
The allegro con brio was ex-
pertly played and very exciting.
As the piece progressed, the rich
sounds .of the cello sounded
and the clear bright tones of the
violin transcended Hamlin's
ceiling.
Farther on in the piece, the
racing energy continued, but
the technical precision of the
performance was not as clean
and the violin trills were sloppy
in comparison to the clarity of
the earlier movement.
quite successfully. The piece
was uplifting and, as Alfred
Einstein once noted, rose to
"heights of pure felicity."
Mozart's string quartet.also
helped to showcase Roy Malan's
expert dexterity as he raced up
and down scales at an amazing
The four players moved in perfect unison,
fooling the listener into believing that he
was only hearing one instrument
The piece ended in a frenzy of
twitching bows and resumed
the technically impressive
sound that was so evident at
the beginning of the piece.
After the Beethoven quartet,
the players moved on to con-
quer Mozart, which they did
speed. After a brief intermis-
sion, the four players returned to
much applause to treat the au-
dience with their rendition of
Mendelssohn.
The Mendelssohn piece was
definitely a favorite of the
evening. It was delicate and
pleasant, switching from
clipped and swiftly played
notes to sweeping and melodi-
ous phrasing. This piece also al-
lowed for some showcasing of
the talents of the individual
members of the quartet.
The viola was consistently
showcased and consistently
fabulous. The cello was also
extremely prominent in the
melody and the final duet of
dueling violins was a lively
ending to the last section.
The Ives Quartet was a real
crowd-pleaser. Their program
choices, musical ability, and
endless well of energy im-
pressed the audience and cre-
ated a wonderful performance
that was only improved upon
by the fabulous acoustics of
Hamlin Hall.
Mystery Men Provides An Abundance of Laughs
BY KATE HUTCHINSON
Announcements
Editor
The first thing that went
through my mind in the open-
ing minute or two of Mystery
Men was "What the hell?" What
I was looking at was some kind
of funky dance function at a
nursing home complete with
ancient Carmen Miranda-esque
dancers in gold polyester.
It was a little creepy, espe-
cially, when a forty-something
guy started chatting, up a
ninety-something.hag. Ah, but
something interrupted this
cozy scene: a gang of bandits
with red swimming goggles
who began pilfering jewels.
"Oh no! Help! Help!" I
thought, hoping some of the
promised superheroes would
put in an appearance. Poof!
From a doorway, the Blue Raja
(Hank Azaria of Simpsons
fame) dressed in a strange green
flowered afghan without a
Mili'i 'f t in N*.,. n "*i"ir ;
What a way to start a movie.
That's a superhero? The ulti-
mate good guy wears this plain,
black, skintight outfit (it's al-
ways been my idea that every
superhero's real power is the
ability to squeeze into those
suits), but it's covered in adver-
tisement stickers: Jiffy Lube,
Ray-o-vac, and Pennzoil, just to
name a few. He cares more about
his PR than about the actual
work he's doing.
Well, in order to up his PR, the
Captain decides to spring one of
his old arch nemeses from a
mental correction institution in
order to fight him again and
bring the ratings back up.
Maybe that will regain him the
Pepsi deal, he thinks. Big Mis-
take.
The madman in question,
Casanova Frankenstein (Acad-
emy Award winner Geoffrey
Rush) manages to kidnap Cap-
tain Amazing on the very night
of his release.
So with a wacko on the loose
. and the "real" superhero tied up,
I !
Greg Kinnear as Captain Amazing.
WWW.MYSTERYMEN.COM
forks and spoons at the Red
Eyes, as the thieves called them-
selves. Soon the Shoveler (Will-
iam H. Macy) jumped in and
began whacking away with his
shovel, with Mr. Furious (Ben
Stiller) not too far behind.
Ah, but pity these fools, for
they were terribly incompetent
and the Red-Eyes began to tri-
umph when (Dun dah dun dun!
Drum roll please...) who should
appear but Captain Amazing
(Greg Kinnear).
Pow! Bam! Bap! In a mere mo-
ment or two, Captain Amazing
triumphs, walks out smiling to
the press, and then ducks inside
:his super vehicle to avoid the
questions about losing his Pepsi
endorsement.
Men do, of course.
Who are these Mystery Men?
Well, you've already met,Mr.
Furious, the really angry guy
who can't throw a decent
punch, the Blue Raja, and the
Shoveler. We've already figured
out they-can't beat a super vil-
lain by themselves.
So they recruit the Spleen
(Paul Reubens, a.k.a. Pee Wee
Herman), a lethal/artiste, Invis-
ible Boy (Kel Mitchell) who can
only be invisible when no one's
looking, the Sphinx (WesStudi),
who can slice through guns
with mind power, and recites
the most overplayed maxims
ever, and the Bowler (Janeane
Garofalo) who lugs around her
father's possessed skull in a
bowling ball. They're a pretty
goofy lot all put together, but,
come hell or high water, they're
determined to save Champion
City.
Together they storm
Casanova's mansion, com-
pletely crush the bad guys, and
save the day. Mr. Furious even
gets the girl. The only draw-
back is that while they do defeat
Casanova and his hellions, they
accidentally fry Captain
Amazing's endorsement coated
butt. Oh well, you can't win
themall. .
.. Walking out of the theater 1
felt pretty entertained and I
thought I'd gotten my four
bucks worth.
It took until the day after to
figure out all the things that
went wrong with the movie.
Let's start with the villains.
Geoffrey Rush is a brilliant ac-
tor, with two Oscar nomina-
tions and one win under his
belt, but why on earth did he
step down from great roles like
Lord Walsingham in Elizabeth
to a dud part like Casanova
Frankenstein?
Casanova was the leader of a
pack known as the Disco Boys,
and boogied to the Bee Gees
while wearing the most outra-
geous jewelry and speaking in a
mostly unintelligible pseudo-
German accent.
Rush did the,best he could, I
suppose, with the script, but it's
really hard to appreciate an
actor's talents when he's threat-
ening Ben Stiller with a fake
gold-painted pinkie fingernail.
Casanova's cohorts, Tony P.
(Eddie Izzard) and Tony C.
managed to inject a good deal of
humor into Casanova's disco fe-
tish, looking good sporting an
Afro and a few velvet jumpsuits.
What bothered me was Lena
Olin as Dr. Anabel Leek. She
helped spring Casanova from
the loony bin, but the connec-
tion between them was never
established. She showed up at
the big party at the mansion,
but you never saw her again. She
didn't serve much purpose at
all. To go along with these main
villains there were the stereo-
typical minions: the frat boys,
the crooked bankers, the girls in
colored furs, the Japanese mob-
sters, etc. Austin Powers pulled
it off so much better.
The Mystery Men didn't suf-
. fer the lack of character devel-
opment that the villains did.
More screen time probably had
WWW.MYSTERYMEN.COM
The action hero cast of Mystery Men.
something to do with that. The
Sphinx did tend to get annoying
with his little sayings, such as
"When you doubt your powers,
you only give power to your
doubts.". The only bright part in
his lines came in the exchange
with Mr. Furious:
"Unless you master your
rage-"
"Let me guess, my rage will
become my master?"
"Not necessarily."
Mr. Furious himself provided
a lot of the sarcasm, egged on
by the Bowler. The Bowler was
a witty character, but the inter-
action with the spirit of her fa-
ther living in the bowling ball
that only she could hear didn't
work very well.
I think that was more of a
script problem than Garofalo's
was definitely solid and satisfy-
ing, but leading up to it, I found
too many inconsistencies. The
writers put in far too many sub-
plots for any of them to work
coherently with each other.
Mr. Furious' affair with
Monica, his identity crisis, his
temporary leaving of the group
all conflicted with the Bowler's
intended revenge on Tony P. for
her father's death and her talk-
ing to the bowling ball, which
conflicted with the Shoveler's
family problems.
Consequently these subplots
sidelined Captain Amazing, the
actual motivation of the plot,
and completely pushed
Casanova's fling with Dr. Leek
out of the picture, The film was
supposed to be an adaptation of
the Dark Horse comic book se-
Walking out of the theater...! thought I'd
gotten my four bucks worth.
acting. There was an underlying
tension between Furious and
the-Bowler, and it looked for a
long time like there might have
been something developing.
However, Furious eventually
went for Monica, the waitress
and the Spleen hit on the Bowler
for the rest' of the film. Invisible
Boy never did much within the
film. He got them past a booby
trap that shot lasers at whatever
came into its vision range, but
didn't do much else.
The two most solid characters
of all were the Shoveler and the
Blue Raja. Both roles were con-
sistent and funny without be-
ing crude. These were the guys
who were honest, didn't use bad
language and never gave up.
Somehow they were much
more genuine than the rest of
their teammates.
The ending to Mystery Men
, ries, and I think that was what
messed up the script.
A comic book can carry on
many subplots simultaneously,
because it's like a soap opera.
However, a movie needs to co-
herently focus on one major plot
in order to keep itself free of
loose ends,
I would recommend this film
for its laugh content. Although
there are a lot of loose ends in
character and plot develop-
ment, it does have some really
classic moments, like the super-
hero tryout scene. Greg Kinnear
is always a treat, and the Blue
Raja, spouting his British Indian
history is truly a stunning ex-
ample of comedic acting. Even
the Spleen, with his deadly
blasts of wind shares in a good
deal of the best scenes: "What's
your super power?" "Here, pull
my finger.,."
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See Lovers of the Arctic Circle at
Cinestudio presented by The Latin
American and Spanish Film Series
this Wednesday October 6 at 7:30 PM.
Don't miss Trinity College Organist
John Rose when he performs Vierne's
Symphonie III, Barber's Adagio for
Stings, Franck's Piece Heroique and
Cook's Fanfare in the Chapel on Octo-
ber 17 at 3 PM. Free with Trinity ID.
For More Information call (860) 978-
6210.
Make sure you see Andy Warho I: Po r-
trait into Print at the Wadsworth Ath-
eneum. This exhibit features the
"never before seen" screen-printed por-
traits of Muhammad Ali, Georgia 0'
Keeffe, and Liza Minelli. The exhibit
runs until December 26. The museum
hours are Tuesday through Sunday 11-
5 PM.
Make a night of it at The Bushnell
and see Stephen Sondheim's Tony
Award Winning musical Company,
playing October 5-10. Tickets are
available at the Box Office or by call-
ing (860)987-5900.
TOADS PUCE
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Sept. 12
Sept. 16
Sept. 17
Sept. 21
Sept. 23
Sept. 24
Sept. 28
Sept. 30
Oct.1
coming ill: Oct.:
Oct. 4
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
Oct. 13
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 26 - ,
Oct. 28
E 0 1 THE SKIDS
A N T H O N Y B + Darik Lara
JOHN VALBY
S O N VOLT+Continental Drifters
BURNING SPEAR+The Lightning
B L A C K 4 7 +TteRe%Clart
THE WATCHMEN .
Z E N TRICKSTERS+Space Cushion, Dirty Sanchez
DARiK & THE FUNBAGS+DOA2OOO
G E O R G E CUNTON&THEP-FUNKALLSTARS
From the ROOTS: H A H Z t L+The Executioners .
STEVE MORSE BAND
SHAKEDOWN
MEwrtjuiiLejzjppiifsJUriN PAUL JUNhb
MIGHTY PURPLE
RIDERS ON THE STORM
KY-MANt MARLEY
TYPE 0 NEGATIVE
Beckett Plays Sold Out
At Austin Arts Center
BY MATTHEW GUSHING
Arts Writer
EVERY SATURDAY: THE ORIGINAL SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE PARTY
Y: DANCE PARTY FREE AOM, COLLEGE I D .
An eerie silence filled the air in the
moments before the intimate staging of
Two X Beckett in the Austin Arts Cen-
ters' Garmany Hall on Saturday night.
The setting was perfect for the shock of
the play's opening image of a white-
bearded, musty old man staring vacu-
ously at the audience.
An overhead, operating table-like light
illuminated the startling figure of Krapp.
He has often been called Beckett's most
autobiographical character, but in
Feinsod's production, he little resembled
the playwright with short-cropped hair
and a look of grave intensity. Krapp's
expression was more vacuous, and his
presence more comic
It certainly wasn't a show for those
intolerant of suffering and morbidity,
but in spite of the atmosphere of desola-
tion, Feinsod's direction gave the charac-
ters a persistence.
The two plays, Krapp's Last Tape and
Rockaby, were Feinsod's current contri-
bution to Trinity's Faculty Showcase se-
ries.
The performance portrayed terrifying
images of individual misery and loneli-
ness. The plays were written as "medita-
tions on death and dying," in Feinsod's
words. Both are structured around a
monologue (or interrupted monologue)
that retrospectively explores the hellish
isolation of the characters.
Krapp's Last Tape, the first and more
humorous of the two, was masterfully
acted by Sam McCready. His range of
expression from the comic to the empty
to the deeply nostalgic was a pleasure to
w a t e h , ' • : ' ' • ' • ; • • • • •• • .• ....
A t one point, he loudly munched on a
banana (his incurable addiction) and
marched joyfully around the stage emit-
ting strange guttural sounds as the au-
dience laughed at this vaudeville-like
display.
The staging of the play was simple,
and this allowed Arthur Feinsod to be
meticulous in each of his directorial
choices. "We literallyspenthoursdecid-
ing where to place each detail," he ex-
plained.
The simple imagery of the perfor-
mance, and the proximity of the audi-
ence to the performer, called attention
to these details. In one instance, Krapp
is trying to locate one of his recordings
in "box three."
As he searches, the audience is given a
perfect view of where box 3 is located.
But poor Krapp must pathetically ruffle
through all of his voluminous recordings
before finally stumbling upon his de-
sired object.
Krapp's noble effort is emphasized
throughout the play, even when his un-
derstanding frustrates or limits him.
Krapp's Last Tape concludes with
Krapp listening to one of his earlier re-
cordings: "Perhaps my best years are
gone," he says. "When there was a chance
of happiness. But I wouldn't want them
back. Not with the fire in me now. No, I
wouldn't want them back."
The fire referred to is never clear from
the performance. The fire of the whiskey
he drinks throughout the play? The fires
of his hellish state? The fire of his re-
deeming self-knowledge that he has ac-
quired in his old age?
While Rockaby addressed the same
themes of old age, death, and dying
through monologues, it approached the
subject from a vastly different angle.
The lighting highlighted a dark
shadow on an old woman who mesmer-
ized the audience by rocking back and
forth in her chair throughout the play.
Krapp's Last Tape invited the audi-
ence to examine the quirky idiosyncra-
sies of Krapp (i.e. strange guttural noises
and musty clothesand wild hair), while
the effect of Rockaby was more medita-
tive and removed. But in this perfor-
mance, as opposed to Krapp, the voice of
the monologue had a haunting and cold.
feel to it.
The entire spatial component of
Rockaby was limited to the partially il-
luminated, ornately dressed old woman
rocking. Stopping occasionally only to
say "more," she listened to a poetic re-
cording of what was presumably her
own voice.
Her verbal command "more" ap-
peared to initiate the voice. Four times
she called out "more" in breaks between
the monologues. The powerful despair
in the face of the woman, played by Joan
McCready, had the audience wanting to
cry out "No! No more."
Feinsod first worked with these tal-
ented actors two summers ago while at
the Yeats' International Summer School
in Ireland.
Sam McCready has acted with many
of the leading names in international
film and thea tre, incl uding Kevin Spacey
: and Liam Neeson.
Feinsod directed McCready in Yeats'
Purgatory at the Austin ArtsCenter last
February. After the success of that per-
formance, McCready suggested to
Feinsod that he direct him in Krapp's
Last Tape. While Rockaby was written
twenty-two years earlier than Krapp's
Last Tape, it seemed like a natural choice
for a companion piece as it confronts
similar issues.
"Beckett was an optimistic play-
wright," says Feinsod, "because he
showed humans trying to connect with
others and failing, and then trying to
connect with themselves and then fail-
ing. But the nobility is in the fact that
they keep on trying." Both plays aptly
expressed the continual effort on the
part of the characters to progress,
whether it ultimately harmed them or
helped them. "
Although often agonizing and de-
pressing to watch, they were well worth
the time as they were superbly acted and
staged. The optimism of the plays was in
the consoling effect of the characters'
persistence in the face of uncertainty.
Two XBeckett was a success at the Box
Office—they had to add another show
because both performances sold out. The
success of Two XBeckett should serve as
a beacon for the increase of theatrical
performances at Trinity—whether they
are student, faculty, or outside produc-
tions.
Write for the
'Arts Section.
CaCCxisBg..
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Mio's Dance Is A Promising Start To Studio 19 Season
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD
Managing Editor
Over the past few years, the
New Play Festival in Seabury
Hall Studio 19 has provided an
invaluable forum for theatri-
cally minded students to come
together and present work to
the rest of the Trinity Commu-
nity in an intimate space.
Last Thursday, the Fall 1999
season kicked off with Mia's
Dance, a collaboration between
artistically talented juniorsjus-
tin Ball and Annie Armstrong.
Although somewhat hindered
by the lackluster performances
of several members of the sup-
porting cast, ultimately the
show was carried by Ball's origi-
nal artistic direction of a strong
script and the excellent perfor-
mances of veterans Armstrong
and Marjorie Smith '01.
Mia, written by Armstrong .
two years previously, was in-
spired by the experiences of a
close friend, enhanced with
events from the author's own
life. The touching story offers a
brief, yet intimate look at the
life of a young woman suffering
from intense depression, related
to the audience through her in-
teractions with her therapist
and her family.
Although Armstrong did not
originally intend to portray her
own lead character, she gave a
wonderful and moving perfor-
mance as Mia. From the open-
ing scenes, her habitual
' smoking, neivous gestures, and
constant questioning of other
The cast of Mia's Dance in Stuidio 19.
and patient is harmed only by
Car rington's overly forceful at-
titude, which makes her char-
acter seem less like a therapist
and more like a prosecuting at-
torney. While she does a solid
job of remaining cool and de-
tached from Mia's constant
rambling and subject changing,
her style of questioning is inter-
rogative and accusatory, rather
than neutral or encouraging.
' This, in turn, has the uninten-
tional effect of making Mia's
hostility seem more like a reac-
tion to her doctor and less like a
product of her own depression.
Carrington shows some prom-
ise for future toles, but never
seems-to get a good grasp on this
Overall, Mia's Dance is an insightful,
emotionally moving opening to the Fall
1999 New Play Series...
characters clearly communi-
cate Mia's tension, discomfort,
and desire for approval and re-
action from those around her.
Armstrong's interaction with
her therapist (Pilar Carrington
'03) was both childlike and an-
tagonistic as she alternated be-
tween a desperation for answers
about her condition and an ar-
rogant hostility towards every-
thing outside of herself. Her
familiarity with the script no
doubt helped with her long
stretches of monologue, deliv-
ered as a balanced mix of ca-
sual, nervous rambling and
accentuated moments of anger
or frustration.
The dialogue between doctor
particular character.
The relationship between
Mia and her mother (Smith) is
more balanced than that with
Mia's doctor and adds to the
play's realism. Within seconds
walking into Mia's apartment,
the mother begins commenting
on Mia's appearance and the
state of her living room; as they
sit down, she compulsively
straightens objects on the coffee
table.
Smith gives the clear impres-
sion that her character is well
accustomed to breezing
through her daughter's life
showing little regard for Mia's
wishes or privacy. ;
Armstrong responds with the
attitude of one who has also
been through the same routine
repeatedly. Her reactions range
from that of a decisive young
woman to .that of a young girl
still seeking her mother's love
and approval. The dialogue
runs smoothly and when the
anger appears, it seems genuine.
Unfortunately, the same
praise cannot be given to the
portrayals of Jack, Mia's ex-boy-
friend (Timothy Barrett '00), or
of Stephen, her brother (Ian
Hoge '01). Armstrong and
Barrett begin with degrees of
familiarity and tension ex-
pected between ex-lovers, but
"Barrett cannot hold up his side
of the exchange when the dis-
cussion turns to the reasons for
their breakup. The stunted
charac ter development is disap-
pointing, especially since it is
here that Armstrong gives one
of her most poignant speeches
about the futility of another
person trying to "fix" her de-
pression. Barrett's reactions to
her explanation seem forced
and his presence on stage does
not equal Armstrong's own in-
tensity. The scene perhaps
would have worked better had
Barrett been given more dia-
logue or been allowed more
room to express himself
through some sort of move-
ment.
Hoge has a similar problem;
he fails to recognize the differ-
ence between acting angry and
being angry and never fully be-
comes his character. His ges-
tures are repetitive, his
resentment towards his sister
LAURA RAND
insincere and baseless, and his
overall presence bland. Here,
too, however, the script could
have allowed for a little more
development before the argu-
mentative climax. This scene is
too rushed for any true explora-
tion of Mia's relationship with
her brother.
In the final scenes of the
show, Mia is given the chance to
express her true feelings to her
mother, brother, and ex-boy-
friend as they stand frozen and
unresponsive. The blocking of
the scene accentuates Mia's leel-
ings of separation and alien-
ation from the very people to
whom she should be closest. In
her poignant final speech to her
therapist, she reveals that the
thing she wants most is simply
to be understood by others.
As the lights fade, I am left
with a feeling of great pity for
this woman who must struggle
so hard to overcome both her
own emotional problems and
the constant miscommunica-
tion with those she loves.
The design concept for the
show was minimal, but more
than adequate. The lack of walls
and use of lighting to separate
space allowed Mia's smooth
transitions between her doctors
office and her own apartment,
between describing her life and
living it. The lighting itself was
specific and direct, with each of
the four supporting characters
given a separate spotlight in-
dicative of their separate and
distinct places in Mia's life. The
intimacy of the playing space
offered the audience a voyeuris-
tic glimpse into Mia's personal
struggles.
Overall, Mia's Dance is an in-
sightful, emotionally moving
opening to the Fall 1999 New
Play Series and is an excellent
showcase for the quickly ma-
turing talents of several of
Trinity's theater and dance art-
ists.
LAURA RAND
Annie Armstrong and Marjorie Smith struggle to understand each other in Mia'$ Dance.
Director Shechner
Visits Trinity Class
BY ANDREW PEARL
Arts Writer
Professor Milla Riggio's
Shakespeare class had an in-
triguing opportunity last
Thursday. Professor Richard
Schechner, who directed the
off-Broadway version of Ham-
let two years ago at the Perform-
ing Garage in Soho, came to
lecture.
The class was introduced to a
perspective of Shakespeare that
was very different from most
other interpretations of the
bard.
Hamlet was played by an
African-American. Queen
Gertrude was dressed as
Marilyn Monroe and Ophelia
was dressed as Dorothy from
The WizardofOz. Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern were both
rats.
Shechner explained how: he
mixed classical texts with mod-
ern and post modern icons to
make Hamlet into something
completely new.
"1 want to disturb the audi-
ence with my Hamlet. People ,
have gotten X and Y from
Shakespeare. I've gotten W and
Z" said Schechner, "It's amazing
how people get so many differ-
ent things from the same start-
ing point."
In addition to changing the
characters, the interpretation
that Schechner described had
very different language than
what the class may have ex-
pected.
This production used a differ-
ent edition of Shakespeare's
play, one which had about sixty
percent of the length without
many of the famous phrases
from the original play. The "to
be or not to be" speech as well
as others were very different
from what many expected, if
they were not deleted entirely.
This was how Shechner
"made the familiar strange, to
make Shakespeare a little
wacko, and then people will
begin to understand!"
Shechner explained how
people are so familiar with the
way Shakespeare should be,
that the Words lose meaning,
By making his Hamlet switch
from southern drawl to
Rastafarian accent to many
other accents, Shechner was
able to really surprise the audi-
ence.
As Shechner said, "People
who come to see Les Mis may
not come to see me. But some
people,watch MTV one night,
and come to.see my Hamlet the
second night."
Shechner hopes to be able to
bring some of his performances
to Trinity instead of just lectur-
ing to one class. He feels that a
school like this is a perfect fo-
rum to discuss what
Shakespeare should and can
be. .
. He was certainly able to raise
these questions to the class, and
would have liked to bring his
interpretations here as he took
them to Dartmouth college last
year. Though, Shechner ex-
plained, he would make a few
changes first.
"If I could do it again, I would
do something more radical" he
said," I would go one step far-
ther!"
m
95 Farmington Avenue
in Ifef Eartfori
for delivery Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
Large Cheese Pizza
$5.50
Kctup Oa!y!
Monday Only!
Use your charge card
for any deMvezym.
Medium 12a (8 slices) Thin Crust * Large 16U (8 slices) Thin Crust • X-Large 20u (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium Large X4arge Sicilian
Cheese $ 7.50 $ 9.85 ..$12.00 .$13.00
Veggie .$10.00.... ,.$14.85 $17.50.............. ,.$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special $10.50 $15.85 $19.00 $20.00
Additional Toppings $ .50 $ 1.00 $ 1.50 ....$ 1.50
TOPPINGS; Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.
HEROES (Hot or Cold)
with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBO sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
Philfy Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon .$6.25
Phiiiy Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak $7.45
Chicken Parmicjiana $5.15
Eggplant Parmigiana... $5.15,
Meatball Parmigiana » ; ..«- ............$5.15
Vea! Parmigiana ...$5.15
Sausage Parmigiana.. ,....$5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese ..$5.40
HamlGheese;,; • • $5-15
Turkey! Cheese $5.15
Tuna & Cheese $5.15
Veggie & Cheese. .$4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese : "..$5.40
Salami & Cheese.... .....$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese ."..... $5.65
Grilled: Turkey, Bacon & C h e e s e . . ..-•...-. $6.00
BLT& Cheese ....$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese „,..,.,..„....,.. $4.90 •
• - • ^ D I N N E R S •; .;.•:. " \ ;.•
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli * Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat .-$1.00 extra)
Allprlc^donotincfude'-Uix.-'-
CALZONES
Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotia, Mozzarslla and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of l i ng and a side cup of marinara sauce.
Calzone.. ; .»$4.%
each additional filling $ .50
A P P E T I Z E R S
Buffalo Tenders (6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hoi or suicide) (12). for $6.00
Chicken fingers „.„....„..„....,...„.........,.,.., $5.00
Mozzarella Slicks. ......„..........„....;....... .............. (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings.
French Fries.
Cheese Fries.Fried Dough
Breadsticks..
for $2.50
for $2,50Garlic Bread $185
Garlic Bread w/cheese $2.40
. $ . 5 0
Tossed Salad $4.05
Antipasto Salad ...........; $5.75
Tuna Salad ..„,.,. $5.75
Extra Dressing ;... ,....., ............;.......i........-$;.5O
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, iialiCn, Fat Free, Italian
" D E S S E R T S • - •  :-
Triple Chocolate Cake „ „,.....,....,. $3.25
SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea ;.....„.„...„.„. $1.60
1 Order of H I D DOUGH WIE Order of GARLIC MEAD1.
J with Any Large Pizza O n M
Must prewjst c<Hf« - Coupon eannot be eombta«J. iw$f pr« sent^spori - Coupon canws} i»» wmb%*i
Muss mwt to toypen htlort $rdwing.
mm mm
FREE LITER OF S
with Any Large Pizza Order j
vpm Mm ordering
$1.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza
Jto*t present toupan -Coupon caa)Mti» comijftisd
Must nrni \m wa^w Wore wfering
I
I
\ ^ H © 6 S 0 „.. .„„
 r... ,w.., ^
wiihpereliaseofaiiy ; 1
large pizza I
Must p($$mt awpM - Coupon w n o t bs combined.
 sMusi menton coupon before ordsftna . , 1
!^* ^ggm^^ji^ JW^M^ttfr dbdti^ftflfr ^b^fti^HA "fiAMdttAfl AMA^A^K ttMU^^tt- ^•^Bfc^ft^Mt ^Ui^^^M^ ^ K & S U n
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Around
Trinity
Forget It's His Bedtime; Which
One Of You Should Be Telling
Him?
An 8-year-old child was seeing run-
ning around A.D. at 11:30 Saturday night.
It was uplifting to see the child running
around, meaning he probably wasn't in-
toxicated. The question to whom the
child belonged remained unresolved, al-
though there has been rumors of a strange
glow coming from the basement win-
dows. AT isn't sure if there is such a thing
as a "beer changeling" but we would like
to meet the fairies that brought him.
Protests Make Excellent
Conversation Pieces
Many parents, left toeat on their own
on the quad, were also left wondering
why a collection of Sodexho-Marriott
workers, Faculty and Students were
marching in circles around their lun-
cheon. One was even brave enough to re-
mind the leader that conversation was
being interrupted by all the noise. Al-
though the bullhorn wielding labor
leader was less than impressed, AT cer-
tainly was. After all, not many Trinity
parents will walk all that distance with-
out help from their serving boy.
Ben Hur II: "More Whips And
Leather"
.: Sunday, the now legendary "Wish we
had thought of it first" Student-Powered
Rickshaw reappeared parked in a bush
outside of Mather. AT continues to debate
whether the fact that this vehicle features
a beast of burden, rather than a beast of
commercial enterprise, makes this ve-
hicle a Chariot. Regardless campus pedes-
trians are quite wary of the damage that
may occur if the conveyance is not soon
impounded for infractions of
Connecticut's "Pulling Under the Influ-
ence" Laws.
MEMORIEZZZZZZZZZZ....
Saturday night, amidst the rest of the
chaos/police scanner broadcasts, the lead
singer of the band playing at A.D. passed
out on stage. Critics of the performance
said that it wasn't half-bad considering
the performer's narcoleptic state. Even
though he was abandoned by his dis-
gusted band mates, the beleaguered
singer struggled on, conjuring images of
the Eat Elvis. At least the toilet wasn't
involved...we saved the rump jokes for the
next bit of A.D. fun.
Hey, At Least It Wasn't The
Eight-Year Old
Sometime Friday night, in the base-
ment of A.D, (again) one beer-pong "ath-
lete" was spotted playing with his pants
halfway down. We're not exactly sure
.why, (Sports seems to think it was to re-
duce "wind resistance") but "To Wong
Foo" gave us the idea that perhaps "spit-
ting back" at this particular player may
be even less desirable than usual. Gum-
ming the pong ball from the A.D. floor is
certainly bad, but even AT has to draw a
line somewhere. AT would also like to
notify any interested Greek organiza-
tions that they too can monopolize this
column in upcoming issues. Simply
throw yourself a party with enough li-
quor to turn at least five people into com-
plete idiots. The Polaroid camera is
optional and make sure to check your
voice mail often for messages from the
Dean of Students Office.
LECTURES
Victorian Art at Yale
Paul Stirton of the University of Glasgow will speak
at the Yale Center for British Art on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 6, at 5:15 PM. His lecture, "Cross-Channel Traffic:
Tissot and Whistler in Paris and London," will be given
in conjunction with the ongoing Victorian art exhibit
'James Tissor: Victorian Life/Modern Love." The lecture
is free and open to the public. Museum admission is free.
Please contact Senja Foster at Yale Center for British Art
at (203) 432-2853 for more information and directions
to the museum.
You Gotta Have Faith
On Friday, October 8, the Aldrich Museum will
present a symposium on millenial art influenced by the
Judeo-Christian tradition. The conference, entitled
"Faith: The Impact of Judeo-Christian Religion on Art
of the Millennium," will explore the complex relation-
ship of contemporary art to Judaism and Christianity,
and its rivalism with the current trends in Eastern art
and philosophy. To make reservations for the sympo-
sium, call (203) 438-4519.
Also look for the accompanying exhibition of Judeo-
Christian millenial art slated to be on display from
January 23 to May 29,2000, at the Aldrich Museum of
Contemporary Art in Ridgefield, CT.
Philip C. F. Bankwitz Lecture
The Departments of History and Modern Languages
& Literature present the 1999-2000 Philip C E Bankwitz
Lecture on Thursday, October 7. This year's lecturer will
be Peter Demetz, Sterling Professor of German, and of
Comparative Literature, emeritus of Yale University.
Demetz will deliver the lecture entitled "Prague, the
Impossible City: Promises and Failures of Multi-
Ethnicity" at 4:15 PM in the Life Sciences Center Boyer
Memorial Auditorium.
Demetz's book, Prague in Black and Gold:Scenesfrom
the Life of a European City, will be available prior to the
lecture outside the auditorium, as well as in Gallows Hill
Bookstore.
Means Memorial Lecture
.. The Department of Philosophy presents the annual
Blanchard William Means Memorial Lecture, "On
Translation" presented by Dr. John Sallis. Dr. Sallis is a
professor of the Department of Philosophy of Pennsyl-
vania State University. Dr. Sallis will deliver his lecture
on Thursday, October 14- at 8:00 PM in the McCook Au-
ditorium. If you have any questions, please contact Gay
Weidlich in the Philosophy Department at x2472.
PffiFORMAN
Pianos and Politicians
For an evening of ridiculous politics, come to the
Jorgensen Auditorium on Wednesday, October 6, to hear
piano playing comedian, Mark Russell. For over thirty
years, Russell has been entertaining audiences with his
rapier wit and political satire combined with light pi-
ano tunes. TV Guide has declared him "the funniest man
on television;" don't miss a chance to catch him in the
ivory-tickling flesh. Ticket prices range from $11 to $26
with discounts for students available. For more infor-
mation and directions, call (860) 486-4226.
Swing, Swing, Swing
Toes will be tapping on Friday and Saturday, Octo-
ber 8 and 9, at the University of Connecticut's jorgensen
Auditorium as Manhattan Transfer takes the stage.
With their unique four-part harmony styles, this swing
group brings new life to the classics of the Big Band era,
including the works of Count Basic, Benny Goodman,
Django Reinhardt, Artie Shaw, and Ella Fitzgerald. The
fun starts at 8:00 PM, with tickets ranging from $15 to
$30. Discounts are available to students. For more in-
formation, call (860) 486-4226, or visit the Jorgensen
Auditorium website at www.jorgensen.ct-arts.com.
Lovers of the Arctic Circle
The Latin American and Spanish Film Series comes
to Cinestudio on Wednesday, October6 at 7:30 PM with
Lovers of the Arctic Circle (112 minutes). The film tells
the story of Otto and Ana and their chance for love as
time flings them across the globe. Admission is $5.00
for the general public and $4.00 for students, educators,
and senior citizens. The film is accompanied by a pre-
sentation by speaker Thomas Harrington, of the Trin-
ity College Department of Modern Languages. The film
is in Spanish with English subtitles; the presentation
will be in English. For more information, call (860) 297-
4273. The film series is organized by Wilfredo
Hernandez and sponsored by the Department of Mod-
ern Languages & Literature, the Trinity Spanish Club,
the Latin American Studies Program, Cinestudio, and
Programa de Estudios Hispanicos on Cordoba.
A Little Noon Music
On Wednesday, October 20, The Trinity Music De-
partment presents Neal Fitzpatrick, Instructor in the
Private Lessons Program, in a classical guitar recital. The
performance will feature works by Joan Tower and
Heitor Villa-Lobos. Fitzpatrick will perform at 12:15 PM
in Garmany Hall in Austin Arts Center. Admission is
free and no ticket is required. ' • ..
CINESTUDIO BBk £*f"^ jfgr*\ ^ @ 8 H
THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT (R) Wed,Thu,Fri
Oct7,8,9 7:30 PM
(1999) Written, directed and edited by Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez. Cast: Heather Donohue, Michael Williams,
Joshua Leonard, Sandra Sanchez.
What better way to prepare for the coming of Halloween than to subject yourself to the bone-chilling terrors of The
• Blair Witch Project? It begins 5 years ago, when five film students set off for the Maryland woods to investigate a local
I legend of witchcraft. One year later, their footage is found...but the students have disappeared without a trace. Not since
The Exorcist have so many moviegoers lost sleep after being exposed to the mysteries of the supernatural world on the big
screen, "Scary as helL.reinvents horror for the new millennium." Peter Travers, Rolling5tone. 89 min.
STAR WARS: EPISODE 1-THE PHANTOM MENACE (PG)
Fri,Oct8 9:25 PM
Sat,0ct9 2:30,9:25PM
(1999) Written and directed by George Lucas. Special effects and animation: Industrial Light &Magic. Cast: Liam Neeson,
Ewan McGregor, Natalie Portmanjake Lloyd, Samuel L.Jackson.
There's still time to catch the latest Star Wars epic at Cinestudio, before it's consigned to, the puny dimensions of video!
Now that all the hype is over, you can just sit back and enjoy the movie's truly incredible f/x and set design, including a
spectacular underwater city. This intergalactic adventure-fest is also a portrait of Darth Vader as a young boy, as he is
guided through a treacherous universe by two highly evolved members of the Jedi: Liam Neeson as Qui-Gon Jinn and
Ewan MacGregor as the young Obi-Wan Kenobi. And as for the reigning incarnation of girl power, our vote goes to Natalie
Portman's Queen Amidala of Naboo. 133 min.
CABARET BALKAN (R) Sun, Oct 10 2:30,7:30 PM
Mon,Tue
Octll,12 7:30 PM
(Serbia, 1999) Written and directed by Goran Paskaljevic. Cast Nikola Ristanovski, Nebojsa Glogovac, Ana Sofrenovic,
Vojislav Brajovic. .
There are certain times and places in history where evil seems to take hold of the human heart. Welcome to the night-
mare of Belgrade of the late 1990s, as lived by filmmaker Goran Paskaljevic, an impassioned critic of the hateful policies of
Slobadan Milosevic. The black comedy (which has broken box office records in both Belgrade and Sarajevo!) is a tour of a
city in crisis, conducted by an androgynous nightclub DJ named Boris. With his boa and black eyeliner, Boris reveals the
edgy humor, cruelty and randomness of life in Serbia, through a series of vignettes that are sure to linger in your memory.
Without any overt politics, Cabaret Balkan goes directly to the poisonous heart of a country preparing for war. 101 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Victorian Film
The Yale Center for British Art presents its fall film
series, Fashion and Passion, in conjunction with the
ongoing exhibit of the Victorian art of James Tissot. The
series begins on Wednesday, October 6 at 6:45 PM with
Martin Scorsese's The Age of Innocence (139 minutes).
There will be an encore presentation on Saturday, Oc-
tober 9 at 2:00 PM. The second film in the series will be
The Importance of Being Earnest (95 minutes) directed
by Anthony Asquith. There will be two showings of the
film, on Wednesday, October 13 at 6:45 PM, and on Sat-
urday, October 23 at 2:00 PM. Admission to both films
, is free. For directions, call (203) 432-2853.
African Dance
The Charter Oak Cultural Center presents Fotoba, a
dynamic dance group dedicated to the revival of
celebratory dance and percussion pieces from the folk-
loric tradition of Guinea, West Africa. The group fea-
tures several master artists from some of Guinea's most
renowned dance companies, such as Les Ballets
Africians and Les Mervei Hes D'Ajrique, as well as local
American artists who have dedicated themselves to the
study of traditional West African dance. Fotoba will
perform on Friday, October 8 at 7:30 PM. Admission for
the show is $8. Call the Charter Oak Cultural Center at
(860) 249-1207 for more information.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, Oct. 6
12:00 PM: Roman Catholic Mass
5:00 PM-7:00 PM: Carillon Lessons
Thursday, Oct. 7
6:30 PM-7:30 PM: Zen Meditation
Sunday, Oct. 10
'•' 5:00 PM: Roman Catholic Mass
...•.' 7:00 PM: Vespers
^Tuesday; Oc'fc 12 . \ , •. •-'. 'M;:::^
:* Noon3-1:00 PM : Interfaith. Second Tuesday
Writing Workshop
Are you finding remarks like 'frag' and 'awk' in the
margins of your papers? Perhaps you need a refresher
in grammar. Cindy Butos will conduct the writing
workshop "Grammar Kills Me" in the Writing Center
at 115 Vernon St. from 4:15-5:30 PM on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 6. Please call the Writing Center for more infor-
mation.
Fight Hunger and Homelessness
From October 28 to October 31, Trinity College will
be hosting the Twelfth Annual Conference on the Na-
tional Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness. The Conference will host several guest
speakers, including keynote speaker Jim Hightower. A
Hunger Banquet will be held as a demonstration of the
unequal distribution of food throughout the world. A
panel of current and former homeless people will
present "Faces of the Homeless," speaking on student
action against homelessness. The Conference will also
sponsor over eighty workshops dealing with such top-
ics as public awareness of hunger and homelessness and
organization of campus activities to raise awareness
and action. Registration for Trinity students and faculty
is only $5. For more information, please call x6213.
Trinity Organ Series
The Trinity Organ Series begins its 1999-2000 sea-
son with a performance by John Rose, the organist for
the Trini ty Col lege Chapel, on Sunday, October 17 at 3:00
PM. Rose has played in forty-three states and nine for-
eign countries, including performances at St. Paul's Ca-
thedral and Westminster Abbey in London, as well as
Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. Rose's program for the
series will feature Vierne'sSymphonie 10, Barber's Ada-
giojorStrings, Franck's Piece Heroioue, and Cook's Fan-
fare. •
Preston Music Series
Applications for the 2000 Evelyn Preston Music se-
ries are now available. For applications or information
about the series please write to the Director of Cultural
Affairs, 2 Holcomb Street, Hartford, CT, 06112, or call
(860) 543-8874. Completed applications must be re-
i-turned to the Cultural Affiirs Divisionjy Friday, De-
;: cember 3,1999, no later than,.4:00PM., '"r."
Now PLAYING
Elm Theatre - New Britain Ave.
Times valid through October 7
General Admission: $3.50
Real Art Ways - 56 Arbor St.
Times valid through October 5
General Admission: $6.00
Bowfinger (PG-13)
Mickey Blue Eyes (PG-13)
Runaway Bride (PG)
The Thomas Crown Affair (R)
9:30 PM
9:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:10 PM
Showcase Cinemas - Hartford Area
Buckland Hills
Times Valid through October 7
General Admission: $8.25
Eternity and a Day
Soleil
5:00 PM
7:30 PM
The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G) -12:45,2:45,4:45,6:45,8:30,10:20 PM
American Beauty (R) -12-40,1:30,3:10,3:30,5:30,5:45,8:00,8:10,10:20,10:30 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13) -12:50,1:20,3:00,3:30,5:10,5:40,7:25,7:55,9:40,10:10,10:30 PM
Double Jeopardy (R) -12:30,1:30,2:50,4:15,5:10,7:15,7:45,9:45,10:15,12:30 PM
Drive Me Crazy (PG-13) -1:00,3:00,5:00,7:15,9:55 PM
For Love of the Game (PG-13) -1:00,4:00,7:00,9:55 PM
Jakob the Liar (PG-13) -12:35,7:25 PM
Mumford (R) -1:10,3:30,5:50,8:00 PM
Mystery, Alaska (R) -12:20,2:45,5:05,7:40,10:15 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13) -1:40,4:10,7:20,9:50 PM
Stigmata (R) - 3:00,5:15,1.0:15 PM
Stir of Echoes (R)-10:20 PM
Three Kings (R) -12:40,1:10,1:40,3:40,4:10,4:40,6:50,7:20,7:50,9:20,9:50,10:20 PM
Silver Lane
Times valid through October 7
General Admission: $8.00 - •
Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G) -12:45,2:45,4:45,6:45,8:30,10:15 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13) -12:50,1:20,3:00,3:30,5:10,5:40,7:25,7:55,9:30,10:00,10:15 PM
Deep Blue Sea (R) - 3:10,5:20,10:00 PM
Double Jeopardy (R) -12:30,1:00,2:55,3:25,5:25,7:15,7:45,9:45,10:15 PM
Drive Me Crazy (PG-13) -1:05,3:15,5:30,7:35,10:05 PM
For Love of the Game (PG-13)-1:00,4:00,7:00, 9:45 PM
In Too Deep (R) -12:30,2:30,4:35,7:15*, 9:20 PM *showing for October 6 & 7 only
Mumford (R)-12:40,7:40 PM
Mystery, Alaska (R) -12:55,3:35,7:10,9:40 PM
The Sixth Sense (R) -1:45,4:30,7:05,9:30 PM
Stigmata (R)-1:45,4:30,7:05,9:30 PM
Three Kings(R) 1:10,1:40,4:10,4:40,7:20,7:50,9:50,10:20PM
AFIERHK
Tuesday, October 5
5:30 PM - Collective Voices Discussion
The discussion topic will be '"Is Trinity
REALLY Diverse?" Pizza will be provided.
Discussion will be held in the Women's
Center Lounge.
Thursday, October 7
12:30 PM - The lecture "Crossing Over: Recrafting
the Exotic Chinese with Arnold Genta,
Frank Norris, and Sui Sin Far" will be
given in Terrace Room B, with Todd
Vogel as the speaker. Bring a brown bag
lunch, coffee and cookies will be pro-
vided.
Saturday, October 9
5:30 PM - Contra Dance Jam Session
Play and learn New England contra dance
tunes, reels, jigs, and waltzes. Jam session
open to musicians of all instruments and
skill levels. Admission is free. For more
information, call (203) 486-2561. Session
to be held at the American Legion Post in
Wethersfield.
8:00 PM - New England Contra Dance
Admission is $6. No partner is needed. All
dances will be taught; beginners are wel-
come. Music will be provided by Rose
White and Dogtown.
10:00 PM - Pete Scheips Band
Performance will be held at Cafe 880
Jazz, at 880 Maple Ave. in Hartford.
For more information, call
(860)236-7111.
Monday, October 11
7:00 PM - "HIVMisdiagnosis:BecauseSheWasGay"
Charlene Riling will tell her story in ho-
nor of Coming Out Day in the Rittenberg
Lounge. The presentation is sponsored by
" "•' the Women's Center. All are welcome and
encouraged to come. •
INTERESTED IN JOURNALISM?
3OIN THE TRIPOD STAFF TODAYI
SEE YOURSELF IN PRINT
CLASSIFIEDS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Students can earn
$375 to $575 weekly
processing/assembling
medical I.D. cards
from your home.
Experience
unnecessary...we train
you!
CaSI MediCard
1-541-386-529®, ext.3®@
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Bantam Men Fall To Overpowering Williams
The #1 Ranked Ephs Proved Too Great A Challenge For The Trinity Soccer Team This Saturday
g y jT ) A N | a R U D O L P H
Sports Writer
After suffering their first de-
feat of the season two Saturdays
ago to Wesleyan, the Trinity
Mens' Soccer Bantams had an
entire week to prepare for the
showdown with Williams on
Parent's Weekend. The training
sessions were spirited and vig-
orous, and thus the Bants felt
ready this Saturday to take on
the Ephs, ranked number one in
the nation among Division III
schools.
Indeed, the Bantams did
come out of the gates confi-
dently, wreaking some havoc in
the offensive third early in the
by freshman phenom Morgan
Sandell on a spectacular indi-
vidual effort. Receiving a
through-ball, Sandell deftly
tapped it by the goalkeeper, and
found himself at a sharp angle
from the goal.
Sandell handled thesituation
brilliantly, blasting the ball
with his left foot toward the
goal and off a defender. It was
Bants 1, Ephs I at the half.
In the first minute of the sec-
ond half, the Ephs took the lead
for good. The goal was scored off
another set-piece from a similar
spot as the first one. Again, it
was the failure of the Bants to
clear the ball that caused the
goal. The Ephs would score the
next goal as well, making the
score 3-1. Down by two in the
second half, facing the number
one team in the.nation, the
Bants could have easily folded.
They chose not to.
After a scramble in the box,
Brett MacQuarrie finished the
scored the fourth goal on a fan-
tastic strike from twenty yards
out, nailing the coffin shut. No-
table play came from substitute
midfielder Dragan Levic; seeing
his first significant minutes of
the season, Levic provided some
international flavor to the Ban-
tam attack, something the Bants
would like to see on a consistent
basis for the remainder of the
season.
The Bantams undoubtedly
scared the Ephmen, but that is
unsatisfactory for this program.
The Bantams face another chal-
lenging foe this Wednesday
when they travel to Amherst,
and they are determined to do a
lot more than merely scare the
Lord Jeffs. The Bants are on the
road again Saturday against
Vassar. The next home game is
this coming Wednesday
against Eastern Connecticut.
The scare of Williams is just a.
glimpse of this teams potential.
"Brett McQuarrie finished the Bants
second goal after a scramble in the box,
providing the hundreds of Trinity fans
with a glimmer of hope..."
match. However, it was Will- Bants second goal providing the
iams who struck first, off a set- hundreds of Trinity fans with a
play, which several Bantam glimmer of hope in the last
defenders failed to clear out. The twenty minutes. The excite-
Bantams quickly responded ment would not last long, how-
with a goal of their own, netted ever, as a Williams, striker Men's Soccer battles a strong Williams team over Family Weekend.
MORGAN SALMON
TVinity Rugby Rolls
Over Weak Fairfield
BY BEN FLACCUS
Sports Writer
The Trinity Rugby team de-
feated Fairfield 42-10 in front of
a parent's weekend crowd this
Saturday, bringing their record
to 2-0. The victory puts the Ban-
tams at the top of the highly
competitive southern New En-
gland league as they prepare to
face off against Yale this week-
end in New Haven.
With fly half Alex Kwok '00
sidelined due to a shoulder in-
jury sustained in last week's 31-
10 victory over Coast Guard, the
Bantams were forced to make
Bohn'02, Colin Vauteur '01 and
Ben Flaccus '02 the Trinity pack
dominated the scrums, effort-
lessly driving the opposition off
the ball while Dillon Rogers '00
easily plucked it out of
Fairfield's hands in the line-
outs. Alex Kennedy '01, an En-
glish native studying.it Trinity
this year, played a solid game at
lock, adding his name to the list
of scorers. At flankers, the regal
combination of Pat King '01 and
Darren King '00 came up big,
stopping more than one
Fairfield offensive with their
smart play and solid tackles.
Scrum half Laird Loughlin
'00 led the back row with his,
"Captain at8-man directed the forwards,
who readily abused their opponents at
any opportunity".
some last minute adjustments.
Loua Coetzee'01 |vas raqvedito
 :
fly half while Watt Xlbfecht t)i
made his A side debut at wing.
Billy Yorns '01 and Jorge Zarzbsa
'01 switched positions to play
inside center and fullback-re-
spectively. TM l i | O T s , hoW-':
ever, eager toplay.in front of a
home crowd for the first time
this season, would n.et-be dist
tracted from the task at hand.
Taking advantage of an overlap.,
on the right wing, $<iam Bek'OOj
sped by Fairfield's back line to
score the first try of the game.
There would be no ldoking back. •
Captain Matt Wikstrom at 8-
man directed the forwards who
readily abus'ed their opponents
at any opportunity. Led by a
strong front row of Rob
accurate passes to Coetzee and
intimidating,; kicking game
which sent. Fairfield scram-
bling deep into.their own terri-
: , tory* while ioutside center' Pete
Folger '02 used his speed to
;. blow_past.Fajrfie,ld's defense.
'•-. Ejach would scorebefore the day •
ended. Billy Yorns' penalty
•:• kicks, and conversions, sealed
the ^victory "as Trinity held :
Fairfield to two scores on the
; afternoon and cejnented an
'' overall dominant performance.
With a tough schedule ahead,
.the Bantams hope to continue
their'streak at Yale next week-1
end before returning home to
, face Central and Southern. ;If
they can continue to.play solid
rugby, they have a shot at win-
ning their division.
Tde-Bo: The New Trend In Fitness
TM
Tae-Bo is the new craze for Trinity Students who hre
trying to stay fit. The New technique which combines mar-
tial arts with aerobics is especially popular with women. It
was developed by Billy Blanks (Pictured Above) and has
"been criticized by some as a perversion of the origvhalrnar-
tial art styles, which it attempts to incorporate. However,
dpnXtell that to the legions of dedicated Bo-heads, who
swarm television sets in lounges all over campus[to sweat
and get fit with, if nothing else, a great entrepreneur. Look
out for tell tale signs of Tae-Bo enth usiasts around you. Symp-
Wmsmay include a jittery nature in the sizzlin1salad line
and hair loss;
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Family Weekend '99
The Chapel looms above Trinity fans. MORGAN SALMON
Families eagerly watch the Men's Soccer team battle Williams. MORGAN SALMON
next
semester,
study
abroad
without
leaving
the
country
A Semester MMQSI Abroad program
at the University ofHawaPi at Manoa
tor complote informotton, connect to;
www2.hawili.edu/tlmost
or e-mail sniuh@h»wail.«du
On-compus housing and meal) available
<«rn«st«r you'd
newer forget. Live
in a multi-cultural
community. UH
offer* an
unparalleled array
of courses on
A*la, H a w a f l ,
and the Pacific.
Sure we're all adults by law, but that
doesn't stop our parents from descending
upon us at every chance they get. This
past weekend was an example of this
phenomenon, as our campus was filled to
capacity with Trinity families who came
to get a glimpse of the lives their children
have here.
The strength of Williams' athletic
program did not deter a legion of fans
from attending the many contests held on
Saturday.
The weather could not have been
better for Trinity's many teams which
competed over Family Weekend. Trinity
fans cheered their friends and family on
despite the insurmountable odds they
faced on the field against a powerful Will-
iams teams. Family dogs could be seen
adding some much needed support and
comfort to their h urting masters. We
could have used their "biting-skills" in
the games.
**3miM*^mmi SERVICES
fej. PAX
(B(RfE%(K 2000
witfiS<fSl
Join America's #1 Student
'four Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, *Ba(ianias,
Cruises, amfTforida.
*hfow (tiring on-campus reps.
CaCC 1-800-648-484$>or
visit onfine @ wwwststraveCcorn.
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Lady Bants Battle With Springfield And Williams
Trinity Field Hockey Falls Back To 0-5 With Two Consecutive Losses To The Pride And The Ephs
Contin uedfrom page 24
Pride was awarded a penalty stroke
against Trinity goalie Jess Martin '02, but
was unable to convert as the ball
bounced off the post and play was re-
started. Unfortunately the Pride were
able to score with 2:32 remaining and
were able to run out the rest of the clock
with their defensive midfield play.
Back on familiar ground, the Bantams
stood ready to face NESCAC rival Will-
iams on a sunny Parents' Weekend Sat-
urday afternoon. Williams came out
aggressive in the first half managing 12
shots to Trinity's 1. However, that one
shot proved very effective as it resulted
in the first goal of the game. Off of
of goals came only moments after Trin-
ity had tied the game. Martin had an
event filled game, finishing with 23
saves.
Head Coach Kara Tierney took time
out from busily preparing for the up-
coming weeks to talk about what she
saw in the two contests. "We played a fan-
tastic game against Springfield, who are
ranked in the top 10 nationally. That we
came out determined to win on their
home turf, despite the fact that we have
had a rather rocky start, says a lot about
the attitude of our team," she remarked.
"Against Williams, we played tough in
spurts, but failed to post the same, 70
minute effort that we put forth against
"Against Williams, we played tough in spurts, but
fatted to post the same, 70 minute effort that we put
forth against Springfield."-Coach Kara Tierney
Trinity's only penalty corner, Mary
Jacobs '01 received the pass from Katie
Rieg '00 and nailed a direct shot into the
back of the cage giving the Bantams a 1-
0 lead, which they held until the end of
the half.
In the second half, similar efforts from
Williams yielded very different results,
with the Ephmen nearly scoring four
goals in a row. Trinity did manage to
. increase their offensive attack in the sec-
ond half, receiving 8 penalty corners and
taking more shots. However, the only
bright spot for the Trinity Bantams was
the scoring of their second goal again by
Jacobs, assisted this time by Lindsay Peet •
'03, during another penalty corner near
the end of the game. The Ephs, on the
other hand, capitalized on their offense
early in the second halL They scored
] .their tost two gpals within the first fif-
teen minutes of trie half. Thesecondpair
Springfield. We look forward to facing
Conn College, our fourth conference op-
ponent this Wednesday, and are commit-
ted to play hard and smart for the entire
game."
Trinity will face Connecticut College
Camels in New London on Wednesday
looking to improve on their record and
get back into the swing of things. The
Lady Bants then return home to play
Colby on Saturday the 9"1 at Ham,
Trinity
Williams
/uncJciu river
VERMONT
One Pass., Six Resorts,
All Winter: i .
Buy your Killington or Sunday River college!
pass before 10/15/99 for only $349, and"
get a free upgrade to an ASC All East!
www.sundayriver.c6m www.killington.com
1-8G0-668-SNOW
ATT0A5H
issas-Bii SSinoiinT.srir>»> A0r*MtuMn*H
Full time students only. Prices after 10/15/99: $499 All East, $399 individual resort.
The Field Hockey Team struggles with two losses. FILE PHOTO **%
Write For Tripod Sports!
If you are interested in becoming
a Sports Writer for the Trinity Tripod's Sports
Section, call Matt Or Colin at x2583 or E-Mail
us at Matthew. Purushotham or Colin.Ruane
@trincoll.ediL No prior experience is needed.
Although we are looking for writers to cover
sports events, we are especially looking for some-
one to write their own weekly column in which
they in tcrview arid profile ath letes and coaches
here at Trinity.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS232 Bay State Road
Boston, MA O2215
i
E-Mail
Visit our w«b page! • httpt//wwvt .8>u.ed»«/ubr«»»d
An equal opportunity, qffilnnative aetitm institutiim.
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This Week in Sports...
oiD Pick=U'
Say You're In A Bar, You've Had A Few Cocktails And You're Feeling Good, I Mean Really
Good. Across The Crowded Room You See A Face, Not Just Any Face. Your Mouth Gets Dry,
You're Tongue-tied And You Have To Think Of Something To Say To This Face. You Go Up
To The Face, Tap It's Shoulder And Then Being The Perfectly Tuned Athletic Machine
That You Are, You Open Your Mouth And Say-
1. Volleyball: "Wow, that was a really powerful kill, but I've got a big spike of my own."
2. Football: "Oh you're a freshman! ? Hi, I play football."
3. Rugby: "Come back to my place and I'll show you what really goes on when we
Scrum."
4. Crew: Please, this entire sport is sexual, starting with the little man that sits in the
back of the boat, what's he called again?
5. Field Hockey: "Do they need pick up lines? Can you say skirts?"
6. Women's Soccer: "I may play Defense, but I've got a pretty full front too!"
7. Cross Country: "What are you talking about? No, 1 play football!""
8. Basketball: "I have a sweet touch with my right hand, and I'm not just talking about
my shot."
"ITT^acracrosse: c a n m v stick pretty well, but I'd rather leave that up to
you.
10. Women's Tennis: "Can I regrip your racquet?"
11. Baseball: "If you'll be my girlfriend, I'll hit you one...errr...two...no, three....forget it,
this is Division III.
12. Softball: "If you'll be my boyfriend, I won't beat you up."
13. Swimming: "I can never get this suit off by myself. Can you give me a hand?"
1999 Fall Sports Schedule
Football
10/9 vs. Hamilton
Women's Soccer
10/7 vs. Smith
10/9 vs. Colby
Field Hockey
10/6 @ Conn. College
10/9 vs. Colby
Volleyball
10/5 vs. Amherst
Women's Tennis
10/7 vs. Conn. College
Men's Soccer
10/6 @ Amherst
FI v
Itkh
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The Curse Of The Ephs Continues
Williams Ruins Family Weekend Again By Shutting Down The Bantam Offense, Winning 17-0
BY DANIEL KASPER
Sports Writer
Unlike last year's rout of
Colby on Parent's weekend, this
year our Bants weren't as fortu-
nate despite their families
cheering them on from the
bleachers. The Williams'Ephs
defeated Trinity 17-0, improv-
ing their winning streak to 12
games dating back to the '97.
season.
The first quarter proved to be
nior kicker Andy Reimer
missed. Following the missed
field goal, the Ephs drove the
length of the field scoring their
first touchdown on a 12-yard
pass by senior quarterback Sean
Keenan.
With just over four minutes
remaining in the half, senior
punter/quarterhack Greg
Wysocki placed a beautiful
punt on the Wi 11 iams" one-yard
line, giving the Bants hope for a
chance to score before the half.
With third and four on the Wil-
liams' five, Keenan ran a
playaction finding Matt Student
streaking down the sideline for
a 95-yard touchdown pass. The
half ended with Williams on
top 17-0. The score remained
the same for the entire second
Williams' 37-yard line. Trinity
was unable to capitalize on the
interception as Wysocki was
sacked three times in seven
plays. Besides Cella, linebackers
Jeff Iudice and Brian LaHaie led
the Bants' second-half defensive
surge. Iudice racked up fourteen
tackles, while LaHaie took
down thirteen in addition to
two sacks.
Unfortunately, Williams'
quarterback Sean Keenan's 373
yards passing, and Fred Storz's
93 yards rushing were too much
for this very talented Trinity de-
fense. Despite the loss, we saw
great promise for next week's
home game against Hamilton
from freshmen halfback Brian
Fabrizio coming off the bench
to pick up 42 yards on 11 carries.
One final note to Athletic Di-
rector Richard Hazelton, it
might be a good idea to sched-
ule Colby for next year's Fam-
ily Weekend!
"The score remained the same for the
entire second half due to the stellar defense
played on both sides of the ball."
a defensive battle, with Will-
iams putting the first three
points on the board with, a 32-
yatd field goal with two min-
utes remaining. Trinity got a
chance to settle the score with
a 29-yard field goal attempt
early in the second half, that se-
half due-to the stellar defense
played on both sides of the ball.
Williams' rallied once again in
the fourth, but had their drive
cut short by sophomore Steve
Cella who notched his third in-
terception in two games and he
proceeded to run back to the The Bants face off against a Williams squad fueled by their punishing offense MORGAN SALMON
Family Weekend?
...More Like Williams' Weekend
Men's Soccer:
Trinity 2, Williams
Women's Soccer.
Trinity 0, Williams
Field Hockey:
Trinity 2, Williams
Football:
4
1
4
Trinity 0, Williams 17
Men's Soccer matches up with the Ephs of Williams. SEE page 20. MORGAN SALMON
Field Hockey Falls Twice
The Lady Bants Drop Two To Springfield And Williams
from the usual for the team as it second goal, again off of a pen-
gets. Nevertheless, neither theBY MELISSA CHURCH
Sports Writer
Trinity finishes the third
week of their season with two
more difficult losses. Their
fourth contest of the year took
place on Thursday night against
the Springfield College Pride in
Springfield, MA. A game under
the lights on the astroturf of
Benedum Field is about as far
evening cold nor the swift sur-
face seemed to deter the Bants
and adjustments were quickly
made. It was quite possibly
these initial differences that the
Bantams experienced, that al-
lowed them to be caught off
guard six minutes into the first
half. After looming about in
front of the goal off of a penalty
corner the Pride found a clear
shot and put it in the back of the
net.
The Bants were able to hold
them scoreless throughout the
rest of the first half and seven
minutes into the second before
The Pride were able to tally their
alty corner. As a tenacious Trin-
ity defense worked to silence the
Springfield forwards, their own
offense built momentum and
began to place steady pressure
in the opponent's defensive back
field. Down 2-0, their efforts
paid off as Heather Standring
'02 drove the ball home for
Trinity's first goal with 12 min-
utes to play. Six minutes later
Trinity scored again, tying the
game on a goal this time from
Lindsey Peet '03 that sailed over
the head of Springfield's goalie.
With less than six minutes to
play both teams began battling
to score the deciding goal. The
Continued on Page 22
